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It’s probably fair to say that when he opened
the first Carpetright store in November 1988,
Harris wouldn’t have expected to still be
running the chain almost 24 years later. But
until 14 May that’s exactly what he had done.

‘Perhaps he’ll get more involved in the
buying,’ commented one sales director, with
his tongue firmly in his cheek as he discussed
the changes at the country’s largest flooring
retailer. It may even be possible that
suppliers will no longer have their daily early
morning sales check telephone calls.

Shapland obviously has experience of
flooring from his previous three years at the
chain and it will be fascinating to see how he
applies the skills he has gained at Sainsburys.
Carpetright phase two?

It’s been a mixed month for the furniture
trade, with retailers continuing to fall into
administration – including Clement
Joscelyne (see page 10) – and purchasing big
ticket items still some way off of most
shoppers’ radar.

Which is why it’s been good to see that as
so many retailers have got on board the
BFM’s Great British Furniture campaign it has
been extended to last the whole summer. It
just shows what can happen when
companies work together. The BFM should
be congratulated on its success.

The Carpet Foundation’s move away from 
a sales levy for retailers (see page 12) is also 
a good move and hopefully it will encourage
retailers who previously resisted becoming
members because they felt they would be
penalised for being too successful, to join up. 

There is the final chance to have your say
on which companies are the best in the
interiors business in the 2012 Interiors
Monthly Awards on page six. 

Many thanks to those of you who have
already cast your votes. You can download
the form at www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk if
you prefer not to cut up the magazine. 
Forms must be received by 29 June.

After 23 and a half years
Lord Harris has relinquished
executive control at
Carpetright as Darren
Shapland takes over.



Important notice to all manufacturers, wholesalers, importers and distributers...do you
have stock to clear?? Contact Paul or David.

T:0161 203 6191 F: 0161 203 6270 E: info@ianmichael

IanMichael Auctioneers Ltd, New Street, Miles Platting, Manchester M40 8AA

IMA are discount suppliers of branded beds, mattresses, sofas, chairs, dining, living and bedroom
furniture to the trade. Over thirty years experience in stock dispersal via our monthly auctions (no
buyers premium applied) or wholesale on a daily basis. We are the UK’s largest supplier of end of

lines, clearance lines, factory seconds and returns. Gain a competitive advantage...contact IMA today!

Forthcoming auctions: June 27th, July 25th, August 22nd, September 19th,
October 17th, November 14th, December 12th.
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Darren
Shapland (left)
with Lord Harris
in 2002 when
Shapland
became finance
director

Shapland takes 
over at Carpetright
Darren Shapland has become chief
executive of Carpetright, with Lord
Harris relinquishing his executive role
to become chairman.

Shapland, who was finance director
between 2002 and 2005, had been
seen as a likely successor to Harris
since his appointment as a non-
executive director last September,
with the role viewed as a period of
re-familiarisation.

‘I am delighted that Darren has
agreed to become chief executive. He
was an outstanding finance director
from 2002 to 2005 and knows our
business well. Since leaving
Carpetright he has had extensive
experience at Sainsbury, first as
finance director and then as group
development director. I am confident
he will make a huge contribution to
the future of the business,’ says Harris.

Baroness Noakes, Carpetright’s

senior independent director, becomes
deputy chairman.

‘The non-executive directors have
been discussing the chief executive
succession with Lord Harris for some
time and are very pleased that Darren
has agreed to take on the role. Lord
Harris has been in the carpet business
for over 50 years and he has built
Carpetright from scratch since 1988.
He is a hard act to follow and the
board is also pleased that he will stay
with the company as chairman,’ says
Noakes.

Claire Balmforth and Andy Corden,
executive directors, will retain their
full executive responsibilities for the
UK and European businesses
respectively, but have stood down
from the board to retain an
appropriate balance between
executive and non-executive
directors.

Etailer looks to
expansion after
funding boost
Interiors etailer Occa-Home is to expand
its product range and increase its
marketing after securing ‘significant’
investment. 

Investment firm William Currie Group
has backed the firm with initial investor
Bill Dobbie matching the cash injection.

‘We are delighted to welcome Bill
Currie and Iain McDonald to the existing
board. As early stage investors in
companies like ASOS and The Hut, they
have such a wealth of experience not
only in retail, but in investing and
working with many highly successful
ecommerce companies,’ says Kate
Mooney, Occa-Home founder.

She says the company had reached a
break even point and felt it was time to
take on some more investment to
accelerate things. 

‘We really look forward to the results of
adding that to the mix of our product
knowledge and sector expertise,’ says
Mooney.

The funding will be used to increase
digital marketing activity and develop
the website further while more brands
and a wider collection of products are
being added.

Mooney says Occa-Home already ships
to more than 80 countries but it is keen
to widen its international scope. 

The current 10 employees will be
added to in the coming weeks with staff
numbers expected to double during the
next 12 months.

Mooney says ‘it has been a tough two-
and-a-half years to get the business to
here’ and it has a six-figure turnover that
has increased by 180% in the past 12
months.

John Lewis likely to exceed sales expectations
John Lewis, the department and At
Home store chain, has upped its sales
forecast and expects to continue to
outperform the overall retail market.

In its first quarter to 28 April, group sales
growth was 12.2%, which Andrew Murphy,
John Lewis retail director, says equates to
like for like growth of about 7%. 

‘We have revised our expectation
upwards but candidly we haven’t revised
our expectation of the market. Overall
our like for like expectation [for the year
to end January 2013] was what I’d
describe as cautiously positive and now I
would describe it as more strongly
positive,’ he says.

Murphy says he expects a slow
recovery of the economy. ‘My gut feel is a
long, slow, steady recovery that at certain
points will look like a non-recovery and
at other points might feel like it has for
us in the past few months – OK. But I
suspect in five years time we’ll look back
and we’ll see a very gentle gradient.’
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Banking partner: Cabinet manufacturer Woodberry Bros
& Haines has secured a £2.35m asset-based finance facility
from Lloyds TSB Commercial Finance which will allow it to
capitalise on growing demand. ‘We needed a funding
partner which is supportive of our ambitious plans. Lloyds
TSB Commercial Finance took the time to understand our
business, and the market in which we operate, and
developed a tailored funding solution which meets all of
our banking needs,’ says Mark Woodberry, WBH md.

Marks & Spencer is looking to a new store format to boost
home sales after a large drop in the past year.

Home sales dropped by 10% in the year to 31 March, in part
caused by its exit from the technology market.

Administrators for contemporary
furniture and interiors chain
Clement Joscelyne have closed
one of its nine stores and made
20 staff redundant as it searches
for a buyer.

The Bury St Edmunds branch
has closed but the other 
stores: Cambridge, Norwich,
Brighton, Brentwood, Bishop’s
Stortford, two Ligne Roset 
stores in London and the Charles
Page store in London remain
open.

‘The recent decline in public
and consumer spending and
high competition from large
budget retailers, has sadly hit
small to medium sized retailers
such as Clement Joscelyne hard,’
says Glyn Mummery, joint
administrator at FRP Advisory.

‘The company experienced
high pressure during the past
two years, with a drop in sales
severely affecting the company’s
cash flow. 

‘The difficult decision was
made with directors to place the
company into administration in
order to retrieve the best
possible outcome for creditors,
the business and employees.

‘Sadly, the Bury St. Edmunds
branch has been forced to cease
trading and all four employees
made redundant – with a further
16 redundancies across the
other branches.’

Mummery says a significant
amount of customer deposits
have been taken and he is
working with suppliers to ensure
these are honoured where
possible. 

‘We are working hard to seek a
buyer for the company whilst
continuing to trade as a going
concern, aiming to safeguard the
jobs of all remaining employees
and the heritage of the
company,’ he says.

The chain had sales of £10.5m
last year and employed 91 staff.

Buyer sought for
Clement Joscelyne

The National Bed Federation has added to its
membership. Silentnight Group returned to the
association after its first full year of trading as a 
new company. It is joined by Churchfield Sofabed
Company, Kintech, Sleep Marketing and Latex
Wholesale.

Two directors have been appointed to the NBF
board. Ebrahim Patel, Vogue Beds md, returned to
the board after an absence of three years and will be
joined by Simon Green, CPS Group md. Simon
Spinks and Tean Dallaway remain as president and
treasurer respectfully for another year.

NBF membership boost

‘In a difficult market customers remained cautious about
spending on big ticket furniture items, opting to update rooms
with our core accessories range,’ says Marc Bolland, Marks &
Spencer chief executive.

‘This environment, coupled with our exit from technology in
the summer of 2011, resulted in sales being down 10%.

‘We have now developed a new store format for our home
department, which will transform the way we showcase the
product and make use of technology to improve the range and
ease of shopping for our customers. This will be rolled across
our stores in the year ahead, starting with our new Cheshire
Oaks store in August,’ he adds.

The company is focusing on product in its core departments
of kitchen and dining and bedding and bath, all of which
delivered good growth. It is also developing a lifestyle approach
to its home offer, segmenting it into classic, contemporary and
design, with the launch of the first full Conran Exclusive Design
Only at M&S collection, with 314 products in 41 stores. A range
of design-led products by Marcel Wanders has also been
introduced.

Makeover for Marks & Spencer home format

The Conran range is in 41 stores
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Dulux has appointed Marianne
Shillingford as creative director

TCS has added to its sales team with
Martin Demmer covering South West
England and South Wales; David Green
Scotland; Andy Clarke covering London
South Thames and the South East and

Robin Humphrey London North Thames
to Northamptonshire.

Parker & Farr has named Tony Crinion md.

Anthony Dawson has become Interfloor
southern regional sales manager following
the retirement of Jim Cross.

Headlam expects to continue
to outperform the market
Headlam, the country’s largest flooring
distributor, says it expects its wholesale
and branded operations to outperform
the wider UK flooring market in the
coming months, despite a small drop in
margins.

UK sales rose by 7.5% in the four
months to 30 April with like for like
sales 4.9% higher. But margins were
squeezed and the group expects a 0.5%
drop in the six months to the end of
June.

European sales fell by 3.9% in local
currency and by 6.4% in sterling.

‘The competitive nature of the UK
market has continued to intensify
during the period while on the
Continent, notwithstanding the
contraction in revenue, our businesses
have achieved a slight improvement in
gross margin performance. As a Mr Tomkinson’s new Black Watch axminster

Carpet Foundation
axes retailer levy
The Carpet Foundation is to abolish its sales levy for
retail members and switch to a fixed monthly
membership fee.

The move is designed to make the organisation
more appealing to larger retailers who declined to
join because of the 1% sales levy on sales of the
Carpet Foundation’s six manufacturing members.

From 1 August retailers will pay £35 a month per
store while manufacturers will also turn away from a
turnover based fee to an annual charge of £10,000.

The moves are designed to rebalance the
contributions of retailers and manufacturers. Three
manufacturers have already agreed to join on 
1 August as a result of the changes. More are
expected to follow.

Initial response from retailers has been
encouraging, according to Andrew Stanbridge,
Carpet Foundation chief executive, but he expects
some retailers will leave because of the changes. 

‘We will lose some smaller retailers but we should
gain larger retailers who will now pay substantially
less than they would under the levy scheme.

‘The new system is fairer and without change
there would be no Carpet Foundation,’ he says.
For full details, see page 36

Administrators have been
appointed to East Anglian retailer
Wallace King ending speculation
about its future.

RSM Tenon has been named as
administrator. The Diss and
Cambridge stores have been closed
since Good Friday. 

‘Retailers in this sector have been
affected by competition from

discount furniture warehouses, and
the downturn in the house building
industry. There has also been
pressure from the fixed costs of
retail outlets and increased online
shopping. We are holding sales in
all the shops to ensure maximum
return on stock,’ says Nicholas
Simmonds, RSM Tenon joint
administrator.

Wallace King administration

consequence of the increasing
competition in the UK, the group’s
gross margin has declined during the
first four months compared with the
equivalent period last year. We
anticipate this softening to continue
during May and June resulting in a
gross margin for the first six months
down on last year by approximately 50
basis points,’ says a statement.

‘The trading trend highlighted in
March 2012, in conjunction with the
release of the 2011 full year results, has
been maintained with the UK
continuing to make progress on last
year. Whilst markets remain challenging
and increasingly competitive, at this
stage of the year, we remain confident
that our businesses will continue to
outperform the market,’ says Tony
Brewer, Headlam chief executive.

Following the
retirement of Stewart
Martin (centre) as
Axminster group sales
manager, the role will
be split between Ian
McDermid (left) and
Mark Helliwell (right). 
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Great British Furniture event
expanded to last all summer
The Great British Furniture month
planned for June has been extended
throughout the summer after the high
level of response from retailers.

More than 120 independent retailers
are taking part in the campaign along
with multiples including DFS, House of
Fraser, BhS and Homebase and online
and mail order retailer Littlewoods
Direct. As Interiors Monthly went to press
talks were continuing with Furniture
Village and Harrods.

DFS is featuring the POS in all stores,
online and in advertising; HoF is using
the POS in 33 branches and Homebase is
using the swing tags on all Wyvern and
QFC products in up to 300 stores, in over
one million catalogues, and online.

The BFM coordinated campaign will be
supported by media advertising.

‘The response and interest has been
staggering and numbers are growing
daily,’ says Adam Mason, BFM commercial
director. 

‘After four years of hard work and
investment, this is exactly where we
wanted to be and exactly what we
wanted to create. This isn’t a whimsical
idea born out because everybody else is
doing it. We were here long before 2012
and we will be here long after,
promoting our manufacturers and the
beauty of our industry. To receive emails
from consumers asking “Where can I buy
Great British Furniture?” shows that we
have created a brand,’ he says.

‘For too many years the industry has

been quite disparate. The campaign has
shown that real, tangible benefits and
positives can come from manufacturers
working together to promote a common
cause,’ he says.

To take part retailers have to stock

products from five British manufacturers
and will receive an in-store POS package,
including tent cards, counter cards,
wobblers and window stickers, as well as
electronic logos to develop their own
POS and for their website. Retailers will
also be listed in the directory at
greatbritishfurniture.co.uk – the website
that has featured in all national
advertising.

Alstons, Arthur Brett, Ashwood,
Bridgecraft, Buoyant, Caxton, Corndell,
Derwent, Hypnos, Lebus, Parker Knoll,
Spirit, The Quality Furniture Company,
Ultra, Vale Upholstery, Wyvern and
Westbridge are among the
manufacturers taking part.

John Shotton, Cousins md, says: ‘As an
established family business, proud of our
choice, quality and service, we’re only too
glad to support something local. After all,
we buy products from all around the
world but it is still good to buy British –
for quality, workmanship and heritage,
not forgetting the support for our
economy.’ 

Stuart Chadwick, Vale-Bridgecraft md,
says: ‘I am thrilled to have been a part of
the Great British Furniture campaign
from the very beginning. Over the four
years we have seen it grow and develop
which is very satisfying. We have always
been proud to be a British manufacturer
no matter how difficult the challenges
that provides. Supporting our retailers
with this initiative can only be a positive
for all concerned’.

POS will promote the campaign

Lebus and Hypnos (right) are among the manufacturers taking part
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Those of us in the flooring industry know that viewing the floor
as a canvas is a great way to inject individuality and creativity
into the home. We know carpet can have as great an impact as
any soft furnishing and, indeed, can be the focal point.
Regrettably, in many instances, it is the last component of the
jigsaw considered and bought. Furthermore, ‘safety’ is often the
overriding factor in choice of colour and design.

But this could be showing signs of changing. The current
economic climate has seen more importance placed on
‘cocooning’, ‘comfort’ and ‘nesting’. ‘Staying in’ and entertaining
at home is the new ‘going out’ as we increasingly like to show
off our home. Minimalist soul-less styling has given way to a
more eclectic lifestyle whereby we surround ourselves with

photographs, pictures and
purchases that are dear to us,
and relate to our past. ‘Modern
vintage’ and ‘modern classics’
are keynote trends right now.

If I had to sum up the
direction of colour and design, 
I would do it in four words:
Natural, Simple, Crafted and
Considered.

Cheap throwaway design has
gone. We all now want things 
in our home and lives to be
made with care and with
environmental awareness, using

materials that offer longevity rather than superficiality. This is
good news for carpet, particularly wool rich carpet with its
softness, insulation, comfort and ecological properties. Organic
fibres are the materials of choice.

Looking at the colour palette, ‘greige’ (a combination of grey
and beige) is definitely the new ‘natural’ shade. Greige lends
itself perfectly to texture and carpet. At the other end of the
spectrum, citrus shades such as grapefruit, lime and tangerine
are creeping in as well as hydrangea blues and pinks. Pattern,
particularly in the form of stripes, is enjoying a resurgence and
while some consumers may be frightened of using it on the
floor, we should allay their concerns and show that it can create
a stylish look.

Looking ahead to 2013, I think these are exciting times. I am
seeing a lot of colours migrating from the catwalk to home
furnishings quicker than ever before. Everything is completely
intertwined. This is a great opportunity for the carpet industry
to jump on the bandwagon and realise and acknowledge that
consumers are not frightened of colour and design.

Joanna Ramsden
Wools of New Zealand creative manager

Get on the coloured
carpet bandwagon

I am seeing a
lot of colours
migrating
from the
catwalk to
home
furnishings 
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1 Characterised by hardwearing

carpets for busy homes, Mohawk’s

EverStrand American Legacy

collection comprises three qualities:

American Design, American Style and

American Trend, and sees the

introduction of the Xtrasoft fibre in

the UK. 

Tel: 01480 479 830

2 Part of the relaunched Fascination

collection of carpets from Vorwerk,

Lyrica is ideal for adding subtle style

into interior spaces. Now available in a

rug design, customers can personalise

Lyrica for an individual look in any size

up to 4m wide and 6m long and with

a range of 23 different borders. 

Tel: 020 7096 5090

3 For the busiest of homes and even

suitable for contract use, Lano

Carpets’ Zen offers maximum

durability combined with luxury for

peace of mind, allowing consumers to

access carpet of the highest quality.

Zen is available in 40 standard colours

and a 4m width. 

Tel: 00800 5266 5266

4 Guaranteed to impress with its

natural look and feel, the Tile Styles

collection from Leoline Residential

Floors is set make an impact on

shopfloors this year. Part of the

Privilege collection of luxury 

cushion flooring, Tile Styles features 

a range of designs to suit any interior

space. 

Tel: 0800 032 3970

5 Part of seven new ranges in the

Crown Floors collection, Meaton

(pictured) and Hardwick Hall are 

two tufted 100% pure new British

wool loop pile designs for customers

wanting a stylish carpet inspired by

nature. Both are available in 5m

widths and have a 15-year warranty. 

Tel: 0800 077 3301 ���

NEW PRODUCTS

3 4

5



GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

WHO ELSE WANTS TO
GUARANTEE SALES 

SUCCESS THIS SUMMER?

“We were all amazed with sales of more 
than 30% of our current yearly average…”

Lisa Blundell, Director of Blundell’s Sittingbourne; August Event.

“We could have run a great sales blow-out 
ourselves, but with your firm’s input, it was 

really-phenomenal-business!”
Graham Costigan, Director of Room to Room, Dublin; July Event

“Absolutely delighted with the sales… Very 
impressed with Greenwood and their people… Will 

be booking again!”
Paul Downey, M.D, Furniture To Go Direct, Sunderland; August Event

July and August have always been very good sales-generating
months in which to hold a Greenwood Sale.

Greenwood Sales continue to generate 
record-breaking sales results for all kinds of retailers,

all over the UK and Ireland
RIGHT NOW – EVEN DURING WARM WEATHER, AND

DESPITE THE CONSTANT ECONOMIC NEGATIVITY!

Don’t resign your business to a quiet summer.
Defy the distractions of warm weather and sport.

Call Greenwood in to help you realise the optimum
potential of your Summer Sale.

Call Bernard Eaton or Terry Bridger now, and we’ll
explain the possibilities and options we can offer you

without obligation.

BOOKING NOW FOR SUMMER & AUTUMN 2012

*** LAST CHANCE FOR JULY & AUGUST ***

CALL 01625 521010
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6 Saxon King from Balta Broadloom is the

ideal carpet for injecting vibrant colour into

interior spaces. Available in 14 contemporary

shades including zesty summer brights,

Saxon King will add a breath of fresh air to

living areas. 

Tel: 00 32 5662 2211

7 Designed to offer a natural look at an entry

level price, Cormar Carpets’ loop pile Living

Naturals is made from 50% pure new wool

and 50% polypropylene. It is available in

three designs – simple level pinstripe, classic

rib and basket weave – and 12 colours. 

Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

8 Having recently been awarded a Royal

Warrant for the supply of goods and services

to the Royal Household, Axminster Carpets

is holding a Jubilee promotion offering 20%

off the list price of all woven Axminster

carpets until 31 August. A variety of Jubilee-

themed POS is available. 

Tel: 01297 630 6501

9 Designed by Franco Albini in 1939 but

never seen before, Tacchini’s Bianca conveys

timeless classiness, combined with a

surprisingly contemporary personality that

shines through in its lightness and stylistic

precision. 

Visit: www.tacchini.it

10 Consumers can experience the imposing

modern beauty of architectural materials

with the design-led Pierrot cushion floor

from the Ultimate Minerals collection by

Avenue. Available in a neutral colour palette

of five shades including beige, slate and grey,

there is sure to be an option that

complements existing interior schemes. 

Tel: 00 32 5665 3211 ���

NEW PRODUCTS
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11 MDF Italia’s Bend chair lends itself not

only to the domestic environment – living

room, kitchen, study corner – but also to

offices and meeting rooms, and even public

areas such as restaurants and waiting rooms. 

Visit: www.mdfitalia.it

12 As is often the case with Bonaldo’s table

collections, Flag combines the design of an

elegant table that becomes the focal point of

the dining room with the practicality of an

extension mechanism that is invisible when

the table is closed. 

Visit: www.bonaldo.it

13 Polyx Oil from Osmo UK is a premium

wood finish guaranteed to keep wood

surfaces in top condition. Ideal for solid,

engineered or laminate wood floors, it is a

high quality, water-repellent and tread-

resistant wood finish based on natural

ingredients. It is available in matt, clear and

satin-matt finishes. 

Tel: 01296 481 220.

14 Frag’s Antilla chair combines

compositional simplicity with expressive

form. The back of the chair is shaped like an

enveloping shell – a curved line that drops

slightly on the sides to create comfortable

armrests. It is upholstered with soft leather

on the interior and thick leather on the

exterior. 

Visit: www.frag.it

15 Following the success of the MiFurniture

range, Furmanac will launch a collection of

sofas and luxury dining furniture on stand

D19 at The Manchester Furniture Show with

a focus on innovative design, value for

money, prompt delivery from stock and

excellent customer care. 

Tel: 01384 408 844

14

15

11

13

NEW PRODUCTS
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Hide
heroes
A glimpse some of the
latest leather upholstery 

Baxter’s Monsieur keeps
things simple with its big
and bold yet clean look 
Baxter, tel: 00 39 031 3 5999

Above: D3CO’s Virgo appears to be a big brute of a
sofa, but on second glance its softness is revealed
D3CO, tel: 00 39 03 6254 2037

Left: Leolux has updated its leather portfolio for
designs such as Arabella, with 14 new shades
including reds and greens 
Leolux, tel: 01980 621 000

Above: The curves of the cushion
of Arketipo’s Norman contrast with
its linear frame that is highlighted
by piping 
Arketipo, tel: 00 39 05 5887 7137



Further information can also be found on our website 
www.furdeco.co.uk

We believe we go the extra
mile for all our clients, we are
flexible and able to
undertake all tasks involved
with furniture delivery. 

Give us a call on
08712885010 
or email your enquiry through
at info@furdeco.co.uk

Furdeco is the UK’s finest 2 Man Furniture Home Delivery Service,
offering retailers, wholesalers and even the end user an efficient
white glove service. We understand how furniture needs to be
stored, handled and delivered. We make hundreds of deliveries on
behalf of our clients each week providing a room of choice delivery,
unpacking and assembly where required. 

Where we differ from other companies is that we only deliver, store
and handle furniture and offer a 2 man room of choice delivery as
standard.  We have a central 40,000 sq ft hub which eliminates the
continuous handling of the product resulting in a reduction of
damage and loss for all our clients to date. 

The 2-man home 
delivery solution...
...getting furniture 
into the home

Home Delivery - Important points on our service:

• All vehicles go out with a 2 man uniformed crew
• All deliveries are booked in 3 days in advance
• All deliveries are allocated a 2-3 hour timeslot
• Calls can be made on the day of delivery
• We only use our own vehicles with our own staff 
(excluding north Scotland region)
• We operate out of our 40,000 sq ft warehouse
• We only have the one central hub to minimise handling of the product
therefore reducing risk of damage
• Dedicated account manager so you speak to the same person all the time.
• Online Home Delivery software
• We can collect from your warehouse/store or your supplier’s premises
• We can take in deliveries from yourself or your suppliers
• We can provide container unloading and storage

Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

Polis Xinaris, Owner
Polis Xinaris Furniture • Nicosia, Cypruss

2nd April 2012

Contactt Garethh Pricee 
299 Warblingtonn Road,, Emsworth,, Hampshiree PO100 7HEE 

Tel:: +444 (0)) 12433 3783699 •• www.lynchsales.co.uk

®
LYNCH

Saless Company
Establishedd 1914

Don’t take our
word for it,

take theirs.

S I N C E 1 9 1 4

"This was the first Lynch event to take place in Cyprus 
and we couldn't be happier to be the ones to do it......The
beginning was amazing!! The first three days we had no 

time to eat, drink or sit for a moment!  Thousands of people
came into the store and kept buying like there was no 
tomorrow!.....My father says he is the happiest man 

in Cyprus today!"

"During the first five days we exceeded two month's
turnover figure with a foot flow of customers that was quite

remarkable. The sale has allowed us to clear excess and
dated stock whilst maintaining profit margins at above

average and generate new orders, of which we will feel the
benefit in the weeks to come as the new orders arrive."

Spencer Glover, Managing Director
GFS Furniture World
27th March 2012

"Having had a phenomenally successful sale in 2007, 
we didn't believe that this sale would be able to reach
those record-breaking figures. However, much to our 

astonishment especially when considering the economic
climate, the sale exceeded previous figures by 15%"

Rhian Francis ACA, Finance Director
The Place for Homes
27th February 2012

Thee quotess fromm Lynchh Saless Companyy clientss aree genuinee andd 
wee holdd signedd andd datedd copiess off alll clientt testimonials.

Calll uss orr visitt ourr websitee forr ann outlinee off ourr copyrightedd 
SALEE PLANSS andd ourr ONEE PAGEE contract.

L
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The contemporary Maurice
from Calligaris is available
with or without armrests 
Visit: www.calligaris.com

Ewald Schillig’s Mega has an adjustable back and rear headrests
Visit: www.ewald-schillig.de

The cushion button is the
design centrepiece on Living
Divani’s Rod sofa 
Living Divani, 
tel: 00 39 0 3163 0954

Stitching detailing on the frame and cushions of
Matteograssi’s Downtown help it stand out from a crowd 
Matteograssi, tel: 00 39 0 3628 6621

Below: Steven Schilte designed Big Johnny for Machalke
to bring out the best in expressive qualities of leather 
Visit: www.machalke.com



Stand  | Main Hall
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With its high back Walter Knoll’s Gordon offers support while its soft cushions offer
comfort creating refuge to come home to 
Visit: www.walterknoll.de

Minotti’s Sherman is
available in 93cm and
103cm models and
142cm and 170cm
chaise longues with a
choice of low or high
backs 
Minotti, tel: 00 39 03
6234 3499

Jori’s Tigra can be endlessly
customised with sofa, corner unit
and chaise longue models in several
sizes and fixed or movable armrest 
Jori, tel: 00 32 5631 3501

Estel’s modular Caresse Fly builds on the previous Caresse
with a wooden base 
Visit: www.estel.com

Busnelli’s Bohémien is a deep
buttoned sofa with a leather
cover, like a pleated skirt falling
over the base 
Busnelli, tel: 00 39 02 9632 0221
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Peace of mind
TCS has plenty of initiatives to boost retailers’
sales and consumers’ confidence in its products

TCS has introduced a five-year warranty across its upholstery
collection.

‘In our commitment to customer satisfaction and to ease the
pressures on independent retailers through our customer base
in the UK and Ireland, we have introduced a five-year warranty
which we hope will provide customers enquiring about our
range the added confidence in choosing a TCS product,’ says
Thomas Small, TCS md.

‘This promise to purchasers of a TCS suite or chair has been
made through feedback received by the company from our
1,000 plus independent retailers and hopefully will facilitate
them in closing those all important sales through the
confidence provided by our new warranty. The warranty is
another example of how TCS is leading the sector with services
and commitments made to independent retailers,’ he says.

The company has also launched an Official Stockists
Programme incorporating a new media marketing campaign
alongside its new website, www.tcsfurniturerange.com, to
encourage customers through retailers’ doors supported by 
in-store merchandising.

Small says the programme maximises the benefits TCS offers
stockists which includes discounts, free POS materials, free staff
training and a listing on its public focused website. 

‘To further benefit our ever increasing number of official
stockists, and in conjunction with our media partners, stockists
become involved in our new social media campaign “Your Sofa
Your Way”. This campaign is brought to the public to outline the
many benefits of the TCS range where customers can design
their perfect suite by choosing the endless options available
from a single model in the TCS range of upholstery,’ he explains.

The programme is aimed directly at the sofa buying public
through in-store POS, the public focused website and the
combining of social networking channels, such as Youtube,
Facebook and Twitter. 

‘To back up this new area of marketing we also will be
launching a new public focused magazine campaign. This
combination will not only lift the profile of the entire TCS range
but actually drive customers through the doors of all our official
stockists,’ adds Small.
TCS, tel: 00 353 4 2935 1351

Above: Cristiana
Top right: New POS
has been introduced
Right: Carla
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Changing landscapes
Vorwerk has altered the thinking about carpet tiles

Floor tiles – tough squares of hardwearing carpet in a dull
shade of grey, blue or brown and usually found on office floors.
If that’s how you think of them then prepare to think again.

First seen in the Scale contract collection, by award winning
architect Hadi Teherani, unusually shaped carpet tiles have now
filtered through to Vorwerk Carpets’ domestic Fascination
collection and are beginning to transform how consumers
perceive carpet.

‘We noticed with the original Scale that architects and
designers were using it to create really interesting and dynamic
floor spaces, but more importantly that it was causing them to
re-engage with carpet and to look at it in a fresh new light,’ says
Ian Hammond, Vorwerk Carpets UK sales director. 

‘It was refreshing to see some of the apathy towards carpet
dissolve and to witness a renewed interest above a functional
and colour perspective.’

The company first translated the concept to consumers with
the fashion brand Esprit, taking the same principle of
interlocking tiles with a specially developed consumer-friendly
peel and lift backing that could allow the tiles to be lifted and
replaced easily. The Home Island collection concept ��� Floor Sculpture’s Curve

Floor Sculpture’s Octagon 
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altered the landscape of carpet in a positive fashion, says
Hammond. 

Traditionally, carpet was a fit and forget product for the
home, apart from maintenance, with consumers seeing it as a
necessity purchase. A carpet was replaced when it worn or tatty,
or when someone moved home. 

‘However, with the new Floor Sculptures concept from the
Fascination collection consumers are engaging with carpet and
exploring its transformative possibilities. There is a sense of fun
and dynamism with Floor Sculptures, consumers can not only
explore contrasting and complementing textures and colours,
but also shape and layout. If they so desired, each day could see
a different floor,’ he says.

And there are practical advantages too, as the tiles can be
completely removed for entertaining or just for a change of
scene the shape changed. 

‘Floor Sculptures is gathering pace among retailers and
consumers, but we are definitely seeing consumers engage
with carpet like never before thanks to the concept. There are
few products that alter the marketplace, but we feel that with
Esprit Home Island and Floor Sculptures we have done exactly
that,’ adds Hammond.
Vorwerk, tel: 020 7096 5090 

Bloom: designs can be changed at will

Cut: colours can be mixed



All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities

• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays

• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk

visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH 
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER

Agents required
We are looking for well connected,

enthusiastic, self motivated regional

sales agents to join our manufacturing

business in the UK promoting our range

of PU underlays.

Successful applicants should have a

proven track record with key

responsibilities of seeking new

opportunities with new retail customers. 

Areas: Throughout the UK.

Please apply in writing with CV to 

Ana Ayyaz

Address:
Ezi Floor

Units 1A & B

Airedale Business Park, 

Keighley, BD21 4BY

Or by email to:

sales@ezifloor.co.uk
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Vital reforms
The Carpet Foundation is removing its sales levy in favour of a flat fee

The Carpet Foundation is to scrap its
sales linked levy for retailers and replace
it with a flat fee of £35 a month per store.
The change is designed to increase both
retailer and manufacturer membership
and give the organisation a secure
financial base.

Andrew Stanbridge, Carpet
Foundation chief executive, says the
move from the levy on 1 August will be
fairer for retailers and rebalance the mix
of payments made by retailers and
manufacturers.

Since its inception, retailer members
have paid a levy of 1% of the trade cost
of sales of manufacturing members
– currently Axminster, Brintons, Westex,
Ryalux, Ulster and Victoria – while
manufacturers’ payments were based on
UK turnover.

But the levy deterred some larger
retailers as it could total a major sum if
they sold large quantities of the
manufacturing members’ products.

Initial response from retailers has been
encouraging, according to Stanbridge,
but he expects some retailers will leave
because of the changes. 

‘We will lose some smaller retailers but
we should gain larger retailers who will
now pay substantially less than they
would under the levy scheme. The new
system is fairer and without change there
would be no Carpet Foundation,’ he says.

‘We have to respond to the economy.
Hope is not a strategy. We needed new
manufacturing members if we are to
properly represent the UK carpet
industry and for that we needed a new
financial arrangement. 

‘The £10,000 manufacturer’s fee is 
one that will keep existing members in
and attract new ones. Three more will
join when the changes come in and
hopefully we can add some more after
that.’

Keeping the levy while adding
manufacturing members would have
created an unfair situation where
retailers would have been paying more
for products they were already selling
and manufacturers that are not Carpet

Foundation members could have used
the 1% increase as an advantage, he says.

While the organisation never knew
what individual retailers were paying as
an independent auditor handles the
payments, the £35 fee is a crude measure
of the average payment based on
dividing the total payment by the 860
retailer members.

‘The new structure will also give us a
stable income, without the fluctuations

of the market, which will allow us to plan
better for such things as consumer
advertising and do the things the
members want us to do,’ he adds.

Stanbridge is hopeful that lapsed and
non-members will be attracted by the
new charge. ‘There are retailers who
understand the benefits but haven’t liked
the financial model and hopefully they
will now join.’ 
Visit: www.carpetfoundation.com

Above: The OFT
approved code of
conduct is one of the
Carpet Foundation’s
main achievements

Top: Victoria and
Axminster (right) are
among the existing
manufacturing
members 
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A class of its own 
Greendale says it is unique among buying groups

Since its foundation in 1961 Greendale Carpets & Floorings has
grown to a multi-million pound, 160-store cooperative with its
own warehouse and operational centre in Hereford covering
sales ordering, accounts, customer service, merchandising and
warehousing. 

Greendale stocks more than 2,000 rolls of carpet from all the
main British and Continental manufacturers and ships rolls and
cuts to its members throughout the UK including the Channel
Islands and Northern Ireland.

Own labelling is a key ingredient of the Greendale offer with
some 100 ranges supplied and each is renamed down to colour
level. The core Greendale brand is complemented by upmarket
Elizabeth Grieves and budget Nice Price labels to offer a
differentiated, segmented product to members covering all
price points from £5 to around £100 per sqm. All main product
types are covered with tufted twists, velvets, saxonies, and
loops, as well as woven ranges in wool and manmade fibres.

Members have their own geographic areas in which to
promote and exploit the brand and feature the ranges on
bespoke Greendale branded in-store units. Support to store
staff is provided by Greendale’s merchandising team and twice
yearly visits from agents who check sampling, install new
ranges where necessary, and keep staff informed on members’
sales, company and product news, and promotions.

Members own the group which is run on a not for profit basis,
with all savings negotiated passed directly on to the retailers. 

‘We do not offer potentially divisive rebate schemes as we
believe all members are entitled to the same terms irrespective
of size,’ says Rob Harding, Greendale chief executive. ‘All retailers
benefit from our bulk roll buying and the advantages that
brings in low prices and enhanced margins.’

Sales are held twice yearly, supported by a programme of
regular promotional activity.

‘We are a unique group. Owned by members and run solely
for their benefit via our stockholding operation. We have a clear
philosophy of supporting our members in their local areas and
do not believe that a truly effective Internet solution for selling
carpets has been found. The industry is littered with failed
initiatives and as carpet is a touchy feely product requiring
specialist selling and installing, we view it as an annoyance to
good quality independent retailers,’ says Harding. 

‘They are often confronted with cheap supply-only deals on
branded ranges that they have to explain to the consumer
before they can sell their own superior package of service and
value for money. The latter is then invariably accepted,
particularly by older better off consumers who realise that a
carpet and its ancillaries often costing thousands of pounds
needs to be sold and installed by a specialist. 

‘The independent retailer has enough genuine competition
from other retailers without the aggravation this type of thing
causes. We believe the Internet is a valuable research tool for
the consumer to learn about carpets and find a local retailer but
that’s all. We are here to help them find a profitable solution,’ he
says.

Greendale helps members to be successful in their local
market via a package of support including website
development, advertising and in-store ticketing.

The group’s website gives details of the organisation and its
philosophy together with consumer information on flooring
types, care and maintenance. However, ranges and pricing are
not shown allowing members to retail them with confidence.
Greendale, tel: 01432 852 000

Greendale’s
warehouse holds
around 2,000 rolls
of carpet
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AIS offers members a wide range of choices
‘It can be very lonely as an independent retailer. Retailers are
under immense pressure,’ says Peter Mallinson, AIS merchandise
director home. ‘I think it was summed up by one of our
members, who is also a very successful retailer, he said: “I’d hate
to be out there on my own at the moment”.’

Independent retailers today are under increasing pressure
from the Internet and margins on branded products. Mallinson
says a lot of independents have prospered and can give better
service than the multiples, they are more flexible and more in
touch with today’s consumer. Where they will always run into
challenges is the supply chain, which has changed enormously
over the years. The UK does not have anything like the
manufacturing base that it did, particularly in cabinet.

‘AIS can be immensely helpful in purchasing, by consolidation
and buying directly through AIS Trading. We can bring in
containers and a lot of independents couldn’t do that on their
own,’ he says.

AIS’s membership is a very broach church, says Mallinson,
with members who are at the top end and members who are at
the volume sector. 

‘We have members who are very contemporary and those

that are very traditional. We are all things to all people, which
brings its own challenges. We are able to bring value for money
in what we do for the independent for every sector.’ 

It is a myth that AIS members have compulsory purchases
imposed upon them, says Mallinson. He points out that the
group has centrally purchased products that members can sign
up for, but not all members want to do that and that’s fine. The
economies of scale on centrally bought product are however,
obvious.

‘I would prefer the member to say I want to buy that rather
than saying you must. We don’t say you must.’

But buying is only one part of the AIS offer. Its marketing
division, for example, can create POS and websites for retailers. 

‘There are some retailers who are very good at all aspects of
the business but most have areas where they can improve and
we can help. We had a very successful seminar on selling online
recently, which arguably has nothing to do with buying but it’s
a service we offer to members,’ says Mallinson. ‘Being able to
share ideas and cross fertilisation can be immensely helpful for
today’s independent retailer.’
Visit: www.aistores.co.uk

Value for independents

Services include several shows
including The Furniture Show 
in January



We are the largest non-food buying group of its kind for independent
retailers in the UK and Ireland helping improve
our members’ profitability.

Providingg BBusiness Suppport

Giving a Competitive Edge
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please contact David Standing
at Associated Independent Stores

a partnership
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Support when it is needed
SMG says offering a unique portfolio of services matters to retailers

For Mike Symonds, SMG head of group operations, it is the
services its members can take advantage of that sets it apart.

‘Our goal for 2012 was to raise the bar on the package
available to our existing members by adding new services and
renegotiating offers on existing packages,’ he says. 

‘We have used the power of over 370 retail outlets to secure
an improved deal with Barclaycard for card payments and 
with Gamma on the cost of business communications. Most
recently we have added an energy broker into the group
supplier portfolio who can offer up to 70% savings on their
energy bills.’ 

‘It is easy to just focus on products but business support and
the cost of operating business are just as important and cannot
be forgotten about.’

He says the group is exploring new areas such as consumer
credit and is constantly talking with members to find out what
else they want.

Symonds is keen to stress the group has no interest in
running a retailer’s business but to provide them with the
facilities they need to be competitive.

‘We fully understand that running a business is hard work. In
addition to keeping costs under control there are the difficult
issues of finance, law, health and safety, tax and personnel
issues,’ he points out.

To help SMG members operate more efficiently the group
also provides free telephone access to expert commercial and
legal advice. The SMG Business Support Helpline is the first port
of call for many members and some, who have experienced
problems with difficult employees or consumers, claim the
service alone is worth more than their annual membership fee.

SMG is unique among the interiors buying groups in that it
operates in both the flooring and furniture sectors. About a
third of its members are complete house furnishers and SMG
Orderlink Central Purchasing allows them to order products
from all suppliers.

Symonds says that there are plans to further strengthen the
portfolio of services and the group is always listening. 

‘If the members tell us who they’d like to deal with, we will try
and make it happen,’ he adds.
SMG, tel: 0118 932 3832

SMG provides a variety of
literature to help members
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Metro reckons the benefits it provides
makes it more than a buying group

Since a few independent retailers gathered in 1979 and decided
they could combine their buying potential to negotiate better
terms with manufacturers so that they could compete with the
multiples, Metro has grown into a group with more than 140
members across the country.

Times have changed significantly in those years and Metro
has progressed to become much more than a buying group.

Developing own label brands such as Carpet 1st and Creative
Wool has given Metro the opportunity to financially reward
retailers for selling what are some of the bestselling products in
the marketplace. 

By focusing on the most popular products from key suppliers,
Metro members can earn significant rebates that in turn
generate greater business for the supplier. This, coupled with
the retail advantages professional own-labelling brings, makes
the whole business of retailing more profitable. Some retailers
within the group are earning in excess of £10,000 per year in
rebates alone.

The group also offers marketing support with a dedicated
agency that has worked with Metro for more than 15 years 
and fully understands the needs of the independent flooring
retailer. Working hand in hand with manufacturers, Metro
develops own label displays and products unique to stores
stocking Carpet 1st. Regular themed campaigns are also
created for retailers to use and personalise. 

Despite the group entering the 21st century with online
capabilities and electronic communication, one of the most
basic features of the group is the most popular – the ability to
share information with like-minded retailers. 

For years this benefit has allowed retailers to talk freely about
their issues and problems and find solutions from people who
have experienced these situations and can help with the
outcome. This, other than great buying power, still remains one
of the fundamental benefits of group membership.
Metro, tel: 01204 393 539

Combined power

The group has two own label ranges
and members receive marketing
support and substantial rebates
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Flooring One tailors
its services to
individual companies

Evolving the Flooring One product
offer takes centre stage, with new
suppliers and collections reflecting
the state of the market.

‘We still see the group as middle
to better end, but we have
responded to the current state of the
market by increasing our portfolio of
value ranges retailing between £13 and £19 per sqm. These
include polypropylene twists/saxonies, 50% wool twists, and an
attractive 100% wool Berber loop. We have also recently
launched the Homemaker collection which has four ranges of
differing styles and colours starting at £8.99 per sqm,’ says
Glenn Harding, Flooring One controller.

New suppliers to its central portfolio include Whitestone
Weavers, Kenton Flooring, Ultimate Rugs and Oriental Weavers,
and the group has also developed another exclusive range.

‘We’ve particularly been working on improving our rug offer
and the 2012 rug collection includes known bestsellers and
new designs designed to offer retailers who are not experts in
rugs a quality range of proven winners,’ says Harding.

Members are given quarterly sales updates on the top
performing ranges to compare their performance with
members across the UK. 

On displays, the latest vinyl display stand shows 200 designs
across five price points and a combined underlay sample
swatch allows retailers to show their full underlay offer together.  

Flooring One has some 190 outlets and Harding is keen to
point out the objective of offering a compendium of services
that members can use for their business. 

‘There is no one solution suits all formula as they are
independents, each with their own cultures and ways of

trading. Our role is to ensure that there are elements within our
compendium of flooring services to fit their businesses.’

As part of AIS, Flooring One members have full access to the
range of benefits outlined, while the use of the central payment
system Cenpac provides ‘terms above the industry norm’.

A good proportion of the group’s own label ranges are sold
under the Flooring One brand, which is supported by the
group’s annual marketing programme. Retailers are provided
with images, page layouts, advertising themes and a calendar.

‘Our aim is to allow our members to be competitive with the
multiples in our industry, while improving margins and overall
profitability. At every stage our team of negotiators and
merchandisers will work with a new member to upgrade
displays and product sampling.’

As well as a small team in the Flooring One office, the group
also has two full-time merchandisers providing display help to
members. The merchandisers can work together on major
projects, for example if a store is being refurbished or
redesigned. POS is also available to members.

Flooring One’s annual show at the Cranmore Park exhibition
centre continues to gather pace and gather plaudits. This year
some 60 suppliers exhibited and nearly 150 delegates from 78
of their retailers attended.
Visit: www.flooringone.co.uk 

POS, sample stands and marketing help is provided

Compendium
of services



Exclusive (U.K) LTD
Thorpe Drive, Thorpe Way, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 4UZ

T: (0044) 01295 701114  F: (0044) 01295 701014

e-mail: sales@exclusiveuk.co.uk

Click onto our website www.exclusiveuk.co.uk to view all of our superb ranges

All of our ranges are stylish and modern, offering elegance to any interior design scheme and 
the dining ranges are completed with occasional items.

Exclusive by name...

...exclusive by nature
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UK-CF has upgraded 
its core range and is
seeing the benefits of
its home delivery
option

Silver
service

Specialist audio-visual furniture manufacturer UK-CF has quickly
established itself as a rising star in the AV-led independent
furniture sector. 

Launched in 2011, the brand was marketed on a theme of
elegant city living, with four contemporary TV cabinet designs –
London, New York, Milan and Paris. In response to the ever-
increasing trend for larger TV screens, the range was designed
to meet the demand for the 42in to 60in screen market. 

The models have all had a makeover with many added
features at no extra cost in black, white and a new walnut finish.
Now marketed as the UK-CF Cityscape Collection, all models are
equipped with cushioned door and drawer function, vented
cabinets, mirror gloss acrylic fronts and IR friendly cabinet glass.
Occasional furniture will be added to the collection

The UK-CF brand also extends to a step-up range – UK-CF
Ultimate, a modular series of premium TV furniture and storage,
available in five colours and carrying a seven year warranty.

According to Martin Potter, UK-CF sales and distribution
manager, its early success is thanks to the right products being
available within its Room Service order fulfilment
schedule, where products displaying the
Room Service Range icon are home-
delivered into the price. There is no stock
commitment requirement from the retailer.

‘We work with, and on behalf of our
authorised retailers. Although we offer a
trade delivery option to those who demand it,
we decided to offer an all-inclusive specialist home delivery
service not only for our Internet retailers, but also for all our
approved retailers,’ he says. ‘Our Room Service fulfilment
schedule maintains a consistent chain of quality throughout the
buying process, and shifts the burden of home delivery from
retailer to supplier. It is extremely popular with our retailers.’ 

The price the consumer sees is what they pay for a delivered
product. For the retailer, this means zero commitment to stock,
as the company delivers orders independently – the profit is
generated at the point of order via a login to its trade website. 

The company offers all its authorised retailers free showroom
product placement through its loan-to-own scheme and

substantial discounts for all other showroom pieces.’
Martin describes the uptake for dealer exclusivity as excellent. 
‘We set about looking for a mix of specialist AV and furniture

retailers within defined areas and we’re delighted with the
quality of dealers who applied and subsequently have come on
board as UK-CF authorised retailers. Unfortunately we’re already
having to disappoint some retailers who may have missed out
on the opportunity for exclusivity in their area.’
UK-CF, tel: 01706 235 210

UK-CF Milan in the new walnut finish

UK-CF Ultimate Damson

UK-CF Ultimate Milano





ALL UK-CF ULTIMATE ARE DELIVERED AS UK FACTORY PRE-BUILT*

ULTIMATE MODULAR AV FURNITURE

all UK-CF room service range
products include free home delivery
in to a room of choice*

Gloss Black 

Ultimate range is available in Black, White, Inox silver, Milano and Damson
Retail prices including Room Service delivery range from £229 – £699 SSP

Milano Finish

Gloss Inox 

Room service explained:
A new way to Retail, to compete with E-tail

Authorised UK-CF retail partners are supported with:
✦ New contemporary AV furniture range
✦ Store display stock
✦ Free Point of Sale displays
✦ No cash tied up in stock
✦ Room Service, Room of Choice Fulfilment
✦ Wide range of finishes
✦ Customer choice of self assembly or
✦ UK factory pre-built Gloss Damson 

Apply now to be an exclusive UK-CF Ultimate authorised dealer in your area.  sales@ukcf.co.uk

MSP £699

MSP £299

Going for GOLD in retailer sell-through…UK-CF offers a great opportunity for retailers and designers alike.
✦  Get ahead of the competition by applying for exclusive dealership in your area today  ✦



www.ukcf.co.uk *UK mainland delivery only - some postcodes and restrictions apply

Apply now to be an exclusive UK-CF authorised dealer in your area.

General enquiries: +44 (0) 1706 235 210    Email: sales@ukcf.co.uk

walnut high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

60”

london
from £299 MSP

walnut high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

60”

new york
from £289 MSP

walnut high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

60”

milan
from £299 MSP

walnut high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

42”

paris
from £229 MSP

Profit
with UK-CF
room service
✦ You make the sale
✦ You place your order with us
✦ Your work is complete –

Your profit is in the till!
✦ Room Service delivers direct
✦ No cash tied up in stock

UK-CF Cityscape Collection is gaining pace faster than an Olympic Sprinter
Don’t get left behind…Call us today and you could be in profit by tomorrow

The Cityscape collection…
Features include: Durable Mirror Gloss acrylic fronts…IR remote-friendly glass…Removable glass top

Fully extendable drawers (except Milan)…Cushioned/soft close function drawers & doors…Ventilated cabinet design
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Occasional
benefits
Jual has expanded its product offer
with Cube and a high gloss AV range

Audio-visual and home office furniture company Jual
Furnishings has combined Italian design and real wood veneers,
polished glass, brushed and chromed stainless steel to create its
Cube range of occasional furniture.

Cube features many practical functions that offer ample
storage with concealed doors and drawers. All the push to 
open doors and drawers are handle-less and have soft closing
mechanisms.

The range comprises a number of options including coffee
tables, lamp tables, TV stands, sideboards and utility tables.

Jual has also introduced a high gloss AV range that uses a
cross-section of materials from infra-red friendly glass to soft
lowering doors and concealed drawers.

The JF019, JF020 and JF021 models are supplied with
interchangeable colour fascias which gives consumers freedom
of choice and value for money.

To aid retailers in the current economic climate, by freeing up
the cash flow of its customers, Jual encourages retailers to put a
display model in-store and if a consumer wants to buy Jual can
deliver products the next day.

The company has a no minimum order quantity policy and
orders received before 3pm will be delivered the next day.

‘We feel that this service is extremely competitive as it 
gives our customers the option of not tying up thousands of
pounds in stock and warehouse space,’ explains Alf Powell, 
Jual md.

‘All they need to do is buy a model and give it some
floorspace – we’ll still offer customers our products in pallet
quantities if they want, but those retailers that have embraced
our direct home delivery service model are doing well from the
concept,’ he says.
Visit: www.jualfurnishings.co.uk

Jual’s JF613 and JF617 (below) occasional models



Highest quality authentic
British leather furniture

Contact us for a brochure on our products and ranges.
Icon Designs Ltd, Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lanchashire BB1 2BX
T: 01254 662113 F: 01254 662118 E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk

Please contact us on: Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658 SouthWest & SouthWales | Head Office | 01254 662113
NorthWest & NorthWales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778 South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113 North London & East of England | ColinWhite | 07733 238345

Memory Foam Sofa Beds

• No minimum Order Quantity • Memory foam included in mattress and sofa
• Free Point of Sale Material • 3 fold and 2 fold mechanisms available
• Contract enquiries welcome • Non-memory foam sofa beds also available
• 2 year guarantee • Matching Furniture Accessories available

More Designs available, please call for our latest brochure Concept Memory Sleep

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk www.conceptmemory.com

Made in the
United Kingdom

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
South West & South Wales | Head Office | 01254 662113
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Agents Required
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Most of us like to think of our beds as
safe havens but they can need a little
extra help in protecting us from dust
mites, bed bugs and allergies. This is why
the mattress protector market has
enjoyed growth in recent years.  

Since its foundation 30 years ago,
Protect-A-Bed has become the world’s
bestselling mattress protector and Simon
Zamet, Protect-A-Bed Europe ceo, says it
is vital to get across the importance of
mattress protectors to sales staff. ���

The company explains to retail sales
staff why its mattress protectors are
needed and how they work, and support
them in projecting this expertise to the
customer. 

‘This has to be done in the right way,
at the right time,’ says Zamet. ‘Strange as
it may sound, Protect-A-Bed could
change lives by creating a healthy sleep
zone but we understand that it is our job
to elevate the mundane and the grim
and grimy into customers’ consciousness

Safe and sound
Mattress protectors can provide
additional sales opportunities for retailers

BEDS AND BEDROOM

and this is what we are good at. 
‘We are investing with our retail

partners in the sell through and we focus
on achieving spectacular sales growth in
a category that is normally pushed to the
back of the line.’

Zamet says while the retail
environment is challenging it is also
changing.

‘In order to win and retain customers,
retailers and their suppliers have to work
in partnership to create an experience; to
educate, inform and challenge. Choice
and value are prerequisites. 

‘We are in a new environment where
integrity is at the fore. If a customer is
dissatisfied, this can be communicated
instantly and everywhere, and similarly
customer delight. These are the
ingredients that drive us at Protect-A-Bed
and we don’t apologise for the passion
that we have for our category,’ he adds.
Protect-A-Bed, tel: 08444 633 470

Left: Consumers
can be quick to
express their
opinions

Above: Protect-A-Bed is the world’s bestselling
mattress protector

Left: A variety of POS is available
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The quest for a good night’s sleep has
seen the market for toppers increase
significantly in the past five years.

According to Carpenter, one of the
world’s largest producers of foam and
fibre, consumers looking to enhance the
comfort of their bed often try a topper
before investing in a new mattress,
particularly if their existing mattress is
still in good condition.

‘A good topper can make a world of
difference to the feel of a mattress and
the growth of the market has seen huge
innovation in the sector as consumers
become increasingly sophisticated and
knowledgeable,’ says Gillian Finch,
Carpenter national sales manager.

The company has added to its topper
offer with the Sleep Better mattress
enhancer, an easy-to-fit product
providing an additional layer of comfort
and an element of mattress protection. It
includes an enhancing layer of memory
foam quilted into the cover offering a
two-in-one bedding product. 

Its Premier Blissfull topper features
seven different zones. Constructed in a
unique, luxury memory foam (50kg cum
density), the multi-profile topper comes
with a Cool Max fitted sheet that offers
moisture management. 

The Premier Four Seasons topper is
made using the company’s Viscolux
foam, which behaves like memory foam

but has the feel and touch of latex. Both
sides of the topper feature punch holes
for optimum ventilation and can be used
as a sleeping surface. 

The Four Seasons cover features a
cuddle soft fabric for warmth on one side
and a phase-changing Thermaspa
material that regulates body temperature
in hot weather on the other.
Visit: www.carpenterconsumer.co.uk
www.naturalmat.co.uk
www.dapw.co.uk

Left: Carpenter’s Sleep
Better Premier Four Seasons
topper and pillow
Above: Naturalmat uses two
layers of lambswool
Right: DAPW uses
goosedown
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A flying start
In a crowded market, Victoria Luxury Flooring has already made an impact

When Paul Shaw, Victoria Luxury Flooring md, was asked how
long it would take to develop and introduce a LVT collection
from scratch, he said 18 months. He was told he had six.

He, and Rob Byre, VLF marketing manager, did it with the
introduction of what Shaw says is the third largest LVT product
offer in the market.

Victoria did not want to launch a handful of products to see
how they fared – it was prepared to invest to make a major
impact. This, Shaw says, was one of the things that attracted
him to the job of running the new division after 23 years in
senior roles at Amtico.

The collection is made up of Essencia, the entry level range
with eight woods and six stone designs; Innova with two wood
finishes in a matt finish and extra wide planks; the top end
Signature with 16 wood finishes available in three sizes and
eight stone finishes available in two sizes; and Mode, the
collection’s click system range with 12 wood and six stone
designs. Residential warranties range from 12 to 20 years.

Initially the collection was offered to Victoria’s carpet stockists
– many of which already sold LVT – and the response has been
such that Shaw is already two-thirds of the way towards his
target of 300 stockists. Of those, 75 have had their display stand
installed.

Shaw is confident that even with the LVT market seeing many
new entrants in the past 18 months, VLF will make its presence
felt. ‘The size of the LVT market is large enough for another
major player and we will become a consumer brand,’ he says. 

The contract market will be targeted with a separate sales
team.

Shaw is adamant that VLF will not become a commodity and
it will not be available to online only retailers.

The collection will be backed by consumer marketing, both
press and digital, the www.victorialuxuryflooring.com website
which is already generating a healthy level of sample and
brochure requests, and marketing packs for stockists. The 64-
page A4 brochure features full page product photographs and
roomsets, many of which are of customers’ homes.

While VLF holds stock at Kidderminster, it operates a separate
warehousing and delivery operation from Victoria Carpets and
offers next day delivery.

While Shaw doesn’t want to be over confident about early
sales levels, he says there is clear link between sample requests
and sales, an increase in orders after each display unit is in place
and ‘initial sales are very good’.

It seems Victoria’s diversification has got off to a flying start.
Victoria Carpets, tel: 01562 749 300

Signature’s Light Driftwood Signature’s Worn Oak
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‘The size of the LVT
market is large enough
for another major player’

Innova’s Velvet Walnut Mode’s White Oak

Essencia’s Rosewood The VLF display unit
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Looking good?
Are you making the most of your Internet presence?
Thanks to the surge in the popularity of
smartphones, an increasing number of
Britons are browsing the web while on
the move. It’s easy to instantly research a
furniture retailer online just from
spotting their van on the street.
However, 1&1 Internet says many small
business websites are falling behind the
times.  

A study of almost 2,000 UK adults
found that 46% of consumers had
cancelled plans to spend with a small
business after finding a poor quality
website. 1&1’s Digital High Street Audit
found that 37% walked away completely
while a further 9% decided to spend less
on the website. Last year 49% of
consumers believed a bad website made
a worse impact than a business having
no website at all.

A third of consumers questioned say
the small business websites they use are
tired and unimpressive, and 41%
frequently find errors such as spelling
mistakes or broken URLs. Consumers feel
many small business websites are
unattractive and often do not perform
well.

According to 1&1 it is unsurprising that
a further study of 480 UK small firms with
a website found that half had never
asked their customers for feedback on
the website. 

However, many owners are aware that
they have website problems. 

Two-thirds admitted they struggle to
maintain an attractive website, with the
most common problem being the
sourcing of fresh content (38%). 

Almost a third (30%) have been
reluctant or embarrassed to recommend
their website to their customers, at least
once, because they knew of faults.

A third of website users say that 
they would provide a review or
recommendation for improving a small
business website if they were given the
opportunity, says 1&1. Companies should
have a feedback form or an email address
on the website to collect valuable user
comments. 

‘The research shows that keeping an
ugly or badly functioning website online
can be a risk to your revenue and
development. Consumers have ever
higher expectations and it is essential

that every company website inspires
confidence,’ says 1&1.

The company says it has developed
website packages from about £10 a
month that provide furniture and
flooring specific templates and content. 

The packages are designed to be used
by any level of computer user and
include everything an interiors retailer
needs to launch online. 

An industry-specific website package
will come with a themed template and
related pre-filled texts and images. Within
such packages, there will be tools for
social media and mobile functionality,
and features including feedback forms,
relevant image library and location, news
and weather content, as well as shop
functionality, says the company.

No business can afford the loss of
image and sales that a poorly presented
or broken website can lead to. Whereas in
the early days of the Internet the race
was to make websites flashier than the
competition’s, today it is often the
consistent and effective who are
rewarded.
Visit: www.1and1.co.uk

ONLINE

Various templates are available

Themed websites can be obtained
With the amount of available domains you
should get the website address you want 
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Next year will kick off with a top furniture
event when IMM Cologne takes place
from 14-20 January 2013. 

The show is one of the most important
furnishings trade fairs offering an
abundance of information, innovation
and inspiration. It is for this reason that
more than 1,000 international
manufacturers will present their latest
furniture innovations to around 140,000
expected visitors. All relevant target
groups will be at the event – from
retailers and contract businesses to
architects and designers. 

IMM Cologne also maintains its
reputation as a creative furnishings trade
fair through hosting design events such
as the Das Haus – Interiors on Stage
project. Unveiled in January 2012, it saw
Nipa Doshi and Jonathan Levien being
given the opportunity to use an ideal
experimental setting to create a modern
living environment with furniture and
products. 

‘Das Haus was an absolute audience
magnet and its phenomenal success has
reinforced the decision to repeat the

project in 2013. Das Haus is intended to
create a living environment of the future
that shows us what will be influencing
the way we live tomorrow,’ says the
organiser. 

Creative furnishing concepts will also
be in the Pure Village area with a new
feature: all rooms together – the rooms
are similar, but not the same. With these
fully-designed spaces, exhibitors can
concentrate on the presentation of their
premium products. 

Young designers will also be provided
with an appropriate stage as they are the
focus of the [D3] Design Talents
exhibition area and can also take part in
the [D3] design contest. 

A further highlight is the international
LivingKitchen show that takes place
every two years in parallel with IMM
Cologne. The strong and globally-
coveted brands in the kitchen furniture,
accessories and appliances sectors will
provide a business platform for
addressing and attracting both trade
visitors and consumers.
Visit: www.imm-cologne.com

Design stage
Innovation is always the king in Cologne

Das Haus will return in 2013

[D3] Design Talents
hosts the best of
young design

More than 1,000 exhibitors will take part

EXHIBITION GUIDE
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3F

Turning to China
International firms used the show to expand their presence in China

The most recent International Famous
Furniture Fair, commonly known as 3F, in
Dongguan, China, attracted its largest
number of visitors in years with an
increased international presence.
Running alongside the Woodworking
Machinery and Materials Fair and
Dongguan Home Accents Fair, the three
shows attracted 117,820 visitors
including 10,760 international visitors.

This was a 14% jump on the March
2011 event and 85% more than last
September’s show.

The shows cover 270,000sqm – one of
the largest furniture trade fairs in China.
Spanning 13 exhibition halls, 985
exhibitors from mainland China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan and other countries
showcased their latest designs to buyers
coming from all over the world.

The show saw the debut of American
high end home furnishings manufacturer

Jeffco Furniture as part of its plans to
expand the international footprint of its
brands.

‘Jeffco, Chelsea Frank and American
Century have a significant presence in
North America, and this show helps us
expand our efforts as we reach out to
additional distributors, retailers and
Asian customers,’ says Dawn Bingham,
Jeffco vice president international sales. 

‘Additionally, it offers an opportunity
for us to strengthen our existing
relationships with Chinese and
international accounts.’ 

According to Jason Jiang, American
Century Home Group executive
chairman, the show is a vital showcase
for its introductions this year. 

‘Our space at International Hall gives
us the opportunity to show current and
potential partners our cutting-edge new
pieces, as well as new and updated

product lines that demonstrate our
commitment to ongoing innovation in
home furnishings.’

USA decorative accessories firm
Uttermost Company showed at 3F for the
second time, using the show as a
gateway to tap into the ever growing
Chinese market. 

‘For Uttermost the 3F show had a
tremendous attendance for international
and national buyers,’ says Mark Foster,
Uttermost international sales manager.
‘The commitments made from the show
will further expand our business in
China.’

Other International companies making
the first appearance at 3F included Yuka
from Spain, Grifoni Silvano from Italy,
Broyhill and Lane from the US. 

The next 3F will be held from 5-9
September. 
Visit: www.3f.net.cn

Left: The Home Accents fair

Below: Broyhill made its 3F
debut at the event which
reported a major rise in visitor
numbers
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There was even more
room for exhibitors at
the most recent event

The March edition of the China
International Furniture Fair (CIFF) was
expanded by 26% to 680,000sqm. 

Of this, 350,000sqm was dedicated to
phase one which included CIFF-Home
Furniture, Homedecor & Housewares
China 2012, Intertextile Guangzhou-
Hometextile China 2012 and Outdoor &
Leisure Guangzhou 2012.

Phase two included included CIFF-
Office Show and China International
Woodworking Machinery & Furniture
Raw Materials Fair (Guangzhou)/Interzum
Guangzhou. 

There were more than 3,375 exhibitors
from countries including China, USA,
Germany, Italy, France, Singapore,
Thailand, Australia, Japan, Malaysia and
Turkey. It attracted 178,036 buyers from
all over the world, including 41,070
overseas buyers as well as the buyers’
delegations from Turkey, Japan and
South Africa.

Phase one had more than 1,600
exhibitors from over 20 countries
including China, USA, Germany, Italy,
France, Singapore, Thailand, Australia,
Japan, Malaysia and Turkey. 

Leading Chinese companies such as
Landbond, Kuka, Kinwai, Zuoyou, Beking,
Noble, Gainwell, Alma and Century Yatai
as well as the international companies
such as La-Z-Boy, Asnaghi, Ufamebel,
Koda and Lorenzo were among those
taking part.

The 4th CIFF Design Gallery, held
during phase one, combined design,
production and marketing and provided
opportunities for young students,
designers and design organisations. 

The next show takes place from 7-10
September. 
Visit: www.ciff-gz.com

Space
for
everyone

The show continues to grow

CIFF attracted Chinese and international buyers

Phase one had more than 1,600 exhibitors
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Opportunity knocks
This year’s theme is innovation and opportunity

This year The Flooring Show celebrates
its 50th anniversary and plans are well
advanced to make the 2012 show one of
the best on record.

Backed by new management and new
investment, this year’s 2-4 September
event will be more relevant than ever to
flooring retailers.

The focus is on ‘Using product
innovation and new market
opportunities to develop your business
in tough economic times’.

Already, more than 100 exhibitors have
signed up for the Harrogate International
Centre event, embracing the entire
spectrum of floorcoverings and related
products and services. Key names
include: Abingdon, Associated Weavers,
Ball & Young, Brockway, Cormar, F Ball,
Lano, Lifestyle Floors, Mastercraft Rugs,
Mohawk, Oriental Weavers, Plantation
Rugs and Universal Mouldings.

Supporting the exhibition is a
comprehensive seminar programme
designed to help run businesses more
effectively and profitably. The keynote
speaker will be retail expert Clare Rayner.

Other seminar topics include: effective
shop window and interior display design;
inspiring the consumer – using flooring
to upsell other home interior products;
how the Internet can support the high
street; how estimating software can
enhance customer service and the role of
training in building customer loyalty.

Two new events at the show target
retailers – The Design Platform: a display
of the latest innovations and trends from
more design-led flooring suppliers, and
The British Pavilion: a showcase of the
Best of British in carpeting.

Register free online at
www.theflooringshow.com

Fitting demonstrations will take place

More than 100
companies have
already booked for
the event in its 50th
year





brands in the UK and around the world. 

The Classic section of Home, presenting

the best in traditionally designed homeware

products, will be doubled in 2013 while

expan sion will also be seen in the kitchen and

tableware sections of the show, reflecting the

market interest in cooking and dining at home. 

The Modern area will also increase in size,

with 30 of the most innovative brands joining.

Stand space for Home 2013 is 85%

booked, with several international superstars

to be confirmed over the next few weeks.

While Home is an international event, it also
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remains a celebration of great British design,

evident in the Homegrown area of the show.

Dedicated to innovative British design compa-

nies, Homegrown offers the chance for new

designer-makers to meet the commercial retail

market for the first time. 

With original designs for the times from

emerging talent, Homegrown presents the lat-

est interior accessories products, from wall -

paper and lighting to throws and cushions.

Home is co-located with Top Drawer, the

UK’s leading event for design-led gifts, lifestyle

and fashion accessories.

Confirmed for 
the 2013 show:
95% Danish, AN Hainsworth &

Sons (pictured), Alessi, Ary Trays,

Au Maison, Authentics, black +

blum, Blomus, Bloomingville,

Bronte Tweeds, Coach House,

Content by Conran, Design House

Stockholm, Ella Doran, Eightmood,

Flux, Forma House, Grand

Illusions, GreenGate, Hemingway

Design, j-me, Jonathan Adler,

Koziol, L-Living, Loveramics,

Make International, Marrimeko,

Pad Home, PR Home, Rowlett

Rutland, Sibona, Skandium, W2

and many, many more. 

Home 2013: 
The hottest destination for 
homewares and interior accessories
Following a hugely successful launch on to the

world interiors platform, Home returns to Earls

Court from 13-15 January 2013. Lauded as

the most exciting destination for interiors in the

UK, Home will be the platform for thousands

of stylish, high to mid-market homewares and

accessories launches from over 220 brands. 

Work is under way for an even bigger and

more compelling Home 2013. London’s most

exciting new trade show will be 45% bigger

than its launch, allowing more space to pres-

ent a carefully-vetted selection of high quality,

innovative products from the most exciting

Home is looking forward to 

welcoming Wayne Hemingway and

HemingwayDesign to the second edition

of the event in January 2013. Acclaimed

brand builder and interior designer Wayne

will be presenting inspiration from eras

gone by, with a collection of vintage style

interiors products that he has designed for

brands including G Plan and Bliss. 

Hemingway House 
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Keep in touch with Home: 

Visit: www.home-london.net for more information, 

email at home@clarionevents.com or 

follow on twitter @home_london
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Following the hugely successful launch in 2012, Home was 

shortlisted for ‘Best New Launch Show’ by the Exhibition News

Awards. Since the event the response to the inaugural show from

both suppliers and buyers continues to be fantastic:

David Willan, Coach House sales and marketing director:

‘Home is a fantastic show and we are absolutely delighted with the

level of orders and new customers made. Now that we have signed

up for the next three years, we are looking forward to many more

suppliers joining us at Home in 2013 and beyond…’ 

Simone Rossi, Alessi md: 

‘We have tried nearly every trade show in the UK, and no show has

really ever delivered on our high expectations. That was until we

exhibited at Home, which had the highest selection of companies

and buyers I’ve ever seen in the UK. The show has come from

nowhere to arriving on the world trade show map. Undisputed

number one quality trade show in Great Britain. Bellissimo!’ 

Gilles Masse, La Rinacentre buying manager for home, design,

office and travel:

‘Wonderful show to visit, full of new ideas, productive and creative

companies to discover, ahead of all the other shows of the season.’ 

Dick Mawdsley, Utility, Liverpool:

‘We thought Home was brilliant. Really well designed, great layout

and an exceptionally well edited choice of exhibitors. I hope the

show goes from strength to strength. Please pass on our thanks to

all involved as we finally have a UK design show to be proud of.’ 

Morag Bruce, Livingetc acting news and travel editor:

‘Home London is a great addition to the spring trade show 

schedule. To have a show of this quality at this point in the year

prior to Maison is brilliant and so convenient being in London. The

mix of high profile, cool exhibitors was unexpectedly good and

right for Livingetc.’ 

What suppliers and buyers said:

The Home & Dry Bar PR Home The Home Tunnel

Partying at HomeHomeCoach House at Home

Design House Stockholm Aerial view of Home
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It is time to nominate the
best in the bed industry

The Bed Show, which takes place on 
25-26 September 2012 at Telford
International Centre, is the only bed-
specific exhibition in the UK.

Exhibitors include Airsprung Group,
Harrison Spinks Group, Hypnos, Myer’s,
Relyon, Simmons Group, Sweet Dreams
and ViSpring. All exhibitors must be
National Bed Federation members.

Parking and entry are free for visitors,
of which more than 1,300 attended last
year’s event.

The search is on for this year’s most
successful bed industry businesses in the
2012 NBF awards.

Companies can enter for the event’s
five awards: Multiple Bed Retailer of the
Year, Independent Bed Retailer of the
Year, this year’s new award – Bed Etailer
of the Year, Bed Manufacturer of the Year
and Bed Supplier of the Year. 

‘The Bed Show awards are a great
opportunity to recognise the excellent
work of bed manufacturers, suppliers

and retailers over the past 12-18 months.
This year we are asking businesses to
either nominate themselves or nominate
someone who they think deserves an
award. Entries submitted will then be put
online to be voted for by fellow bed
professionals,’ says Jessica Alexander, NBF
executive director.

The deadline for entries is 29 June.
Voting will start from early July. A postal
entry pack can also be requested.  
Visit: www.bedshow.co.uk
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Important
signals
Textiles for today and tomorrow

Textirama, the organiser of Meet only Original Design (MoOD)
believes in a gradual re-industrialisation of Europe, saying that
bringing industry back to Europe is not just possible, it is
necessary. Textiles has everything it needs to be the first to
flourish again, provided it is carried along by ground-breaking
innovations. MoOD wants to play a role in this, by giving
exhibitors a platform and showing visitors the way to innovative
textiles. 

Innovation has been chosen as the theme of the show and
thereby opening the doors to a new range that small initiatives
and startups will be happy to call their own in the future. Many
ground-breaking innovations are incubated and grow with
small starters. They are the entrepreneurs of the future. 

MoOD is a show of specialists for specialists with producers of
upholstery, window and wallcoverings offering their unique
creations. 

The event features exhibitors from 25 countries, some 80% of
which are European. 

The hunt for ‘original designs’ is on the upsurge and MoOD
wants to give buyers the chance to find their way to the right
collection within a compact, well-structured trade show. 

From 11-13 September at Brussels Expo, MoOD will focus on
innovations and send out an important signal for the future of
the textile sector.
Visit: www.moodbrussels.com 

Companies from 25 countries will exhibit
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Looking ahead
A preview of some of the products
that will be on show in Manchester

The Manchester Furniture Show takes
place from 15-18 July at Manchester
Central. Here are some of the highlights
retailers can expect at the show.

Artvue is introducing a collection of
hand embellished art. 

Ashley Manor emphasises an eclectic
mix of velvets, patterns and prints
designed to evoke the lazy days of
summer.

Sister brand AMX debuts the AMX Life
in Motion collection while adding to its
leather and soft cover ranges. ���

Clockwise from top left:
Cavendish’s Coniston, Corndell’s
Annecy, Christie-Tyler’s Nevada,
Exclusive’s Delphi, Buoyant
Upholstery’s Enzo, Ashley Manor’s
Jamboree, Artvue’s Fragile
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collection including lamps and
chandeliers, wall and cheval mirrors,
crystal mosaic lamps, chrome/silver
ceramics, clocks and mirrored cabinets.

From FMD is flatpack bedroom and
home office furniture.

Furmanac is expanding its MiFurniture
collection with leather upholstery and
dining room furniture alongside its
adjustable beds.

Fusion Designs has a variety of styles
on offer including shabby chic bedroom
and dining furniture, reclaimed bedroom
and dining teak driftwood 

Clockwise from
top left: Gradi’s
Ferrari, GCL’s
Olivia,
Furmanac’s Rio,
Fusion Designs’
Sunburst, 
Mini Divani’s
Babylon, FMD’s
Finn Milieu,
Harrison Bros’
Gallery

Blackwoods will show accessories
including ceramics and oak furniture.

Bluebone has expanded its Painted
Provence collection with three more
colours and dining tables, along with two
oak ranges.

Buoyant Upholstery highlights its
Lullaby sofabed collection while
Cavendish Upholstery promotes its
Bespoke and Web ranges.

Manchester will be the final stage of a
series of shows Christie-Tyler has been
holding since January and will see it
launch several upholstery designs

alongside the current collection. Also on
show will be a range of divan beds,
lighting, tables and bedroom furniture.

Corndell is introducing several designs
and updates to Nimbus and Annecy.

CWYF International will present its
cabinet collection while Divano
International is debuting a premium
upholstery range.

Exclusive highlights its glass and
marble dining and occasional furniture
while Expoforum will represent a number
of Polish manufacturers.

Febland will show its accessory ���
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furniture, gilded silver, gold and copper
leaf dining and bedroom furniture.

GCL will display its expanded bedroom
collection while from G&P Furniture there
are dining sets including Cheshire,
Somerset and Metro.

Gradi is adding to its upholstery offer
while Harrison Brothers introduces more
bedroom furniture.

On the Honey B Designs stand there
will be mattresses, bedroom, dining and
occasional furniture, while Keen Classics
will highlight its handmade solid
mahogany occasional furniture. 

Kettle Interiors is launching an oak
dining range in a medium finish with a
heavy plank top and large rustic style
metal handles.

La-Z-Boy is unveiling the Avenger and
Gizmo suites and Le Divani is expanding
its upholstery offering.

Lebus – in the Midland Hotel – will lift
the lid on a mix of revised classics and
new designs.

Mini Divani’s latest collection of
classical and contemporary upholstery
will be on show.

Morris Furniture Group will show 

products from its four brands: Morris, G
Plan, Zone and Relaxateeze.

New Trend Concepts highlights
upholstery while Nolte Mobel introduces
living room and bedroom collections.

From Nuova Esternomobili will be
three bedroom launches: Gemma,
Sandra and Jennifer.

The oak and brushed steel Castello will
be among Octagon Furniture’s products
and Rainbow Upholstery will debut three
designs.

Red Rose Upholstery and Scan Thor
will add to their upholstery offers 

Clockwise from top left: Kettle’s
Farmhouse, Le Divani’s corner
unit, La-Z-Boy’s Avenger, Keen
Classics’ rocker, Lebus’ Campari,
Nolte Mobel bedroom furniture,
Nuova Esternomobili’s Jennifer
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while Seconique’s introductions will
include Rainbow bedroom furniture,
Tiffany jewel bed, Imogen bed and
Rowan Butterfly extending dining set.

Shankar has added to its New England
collection of distressed furniture with a
bright colour palette.

SJS Furniture will present mango wood
Provence, Tiger/Natural Tiger, Hampton/
Natural Hampton bedroom and living
collections while Stroolmount will
promote its furniture and floor
protection products.

Swan Retail and Iconography will

launch multi-channel software that
combines an internal retail management
and accounting system with a bespoke
ecommerce platform.

TCH Furniture will launch a painted
range alongside new upholstery designs
for its dining chairs and a wider choice of
finishes, fabrics and handle options.

TFW Trading is highlighting its
stockholding and quick delivery.

Valdera Export will show off its Italian
marble tables while Value Mark is
expanding its occasional furniture offer.

On offer from Vogue Beds is its Health

Guard collection while Welcome
Furniture will promote the recently
acquired Alstons designs, including
Oyster Bay.

Wilde Java is adding to its furniture
made from recycled materials while
Wildwood is showcasing the Orleans
painted bedroom collection and Nevada
oak dining range. 

Wimex will be majoring on new
colours for its bedroom furniture, with 
an emphasis on raw sawn oak including
Vicenze.
Visit: www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com

Clockwise from top left: Scan Thor’s Oslo,
TFW’s Santana, Vogue Beds’ Health Guard,
Welcome Furniture’s Living Range, Wimex’s
Vicenza, Zone’s Breeze, Shankar’s New England
sideboard

���
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● High quality designed product
● Award winning supplier
● Affordable pricing
● First class customer service
● UK stocked products
● Container programme available 
● Showrooms available 
CALL US NOW: 0845 223 4900 

CONTACT DETAILS

The Former Sanken Building, 

Abercynon, 

Rhondda Cynon Taff, 

Mid Glamorgan CF45 4XA 

T: 0845 223 4900 

F: 0845 223 4901

Barry Webb, sales director: 

E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.

co.uk; 

M: 07702 603971

Andrew Cavaciuti, sales agent

for South West and Wales:

E: Andrew.cavaciuti

@furnitureorigins.co.uk; 

M: 07500 830888

Alan Endersbee, area sales

manager Midlands/North West/

East Anglia/Kent/Essex and

Greater London: 

E: alan.endersbee@furniture

origins.co.uk; 

M: 07809 196019

Mike Brown, sales agent for

Scotland/ Cumbria/North East

and Yorkshire:

E: Maik.brown@

furnitureorigins.co.uk; 

M: 07831 572601

Teresa Reaney, marketing

communications officer: 

E: Teresa.reaney@

furnitureorigins.co.uk; or 

E: enquiries@

furnitureorigins.co.uk; 

M: 07971 349834

McNally & Finlay: Contact

Dermot McNally – Ireland:

E: Dermot@

rossmorefurniture.ie; 

T: 00 353 47 81366/81360

Dedicated to your success 

Denver



Proudly flying the flag for Great Bri sh
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‘Our products 
are well made 
and definitely 
not me too’

Following the success of Rowico’s
debut at last year’s Manchester Furniture
Show the company is launching
companion ranges to the now
established Aspen collection. 

‘This shabby chic genre is selling well
across the spectrum of stores where it is
displayed, helped by delivery from stock,’
says Nick Tuck, director of Rowico’s UK
subsidiary Interlink Furniture Solutions.

‘It was always our plan to offer a fast
track service and this has proved to be a
winner, generating faster cash flow for
retailers and ensuring better customer
retention. As these new ranges come to
market they will also be backed by stock
availability in the UK.’

The show will see the introduction of a
distress painted bedroom range and the
Salt Lake living and dining range in
distressed paint and reclaimed materials.
There will also be a range of dining table
sizes suitable for compact and larger
spaces. 

‘Being the new boy on the block
forced us to look very carefully at the
product and service we could bring to
the market,’ says Tuck. ‘Our products are
new, interesting, well made and
definitely not me too. Our service,
though not unique, is now proven.
Consumers like the look and we are
going to give them more.’
Rowico, tel: 01249 821 748

Rowico will look to build
on the success of Aspen



Don’t fall behind your competition…

T: 0844 375 5501
E: newbusiness@hitachicapital.co.uk
W: www.hitachicapital.co.uk/retail-finance

Our retail partners are already benefitting from offering our bespoke 
point of sale finance solutions and you can too!

We can offer a tailor made service that fits in with your
business needs and credit strategy.

Call us today on 0844 375 5501 quoting INTERIORSMAY
to find out more.

Our finance solutions could keep
you ahead of the game

AWARDS 2011

WINNER

A
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WINNER   2011
BEST FINANCE PROVIDER

Credit Risk Team of the 
Year - Consumer
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Are consumers
aware of brands?

The majority of Ezifloor’s

products are unbranded 

that have been around for a long time are no longer in
favour as price is far more important in this time of eco-
nomic uncertainty. 

‘This is where Ezifloor has excelled as we have our
own brands such as SoftStep and SuperStep, how-
ever the bulk of our products are unbranded letting
wholesalers and retailers use them in any guise they
see fit. 

‘So the next time you seen an advertisement for a
branded underlay product, ask yourself whether it is
going to help you sell the product easier or whether an
unbranded product is going to help you boost profit
margins.

‘We are now in the middle of a recruitment drive for
sales agents throughout UK and Eire. This will help
extend our offering to larger independent retailers and
subcontractors,’ says Craig.

Is too much emphasis put on brands?
This is a question that keeps coming up within the

underlay market, according to Ian Craig, Ezifloor sales
director. He says some retailers put great store into the
fact that some manufacturers have brand leading prod-
ucts and who the number one manufacturer is. 

‘I would personally say that among the general public
there is little or no brand awareness. After the carpet has
been chosen they lose interest in the brand or type of
underlay,’ he says. 

‘Over the last 10 years there has been an explosion of
PU foam-based products which has taken large market
share from rubber underlay. This is something that is
obvious as six years ago there were two main PU manu-
facturers and now, including Ezifloor, there are four.

‘Although we at Ezifloor have only been manufacturing
for five years we have found the established brand names
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Ezifloor 

Units 1-2 Airedale Business Park 

Royd Ings Avenue 

Keighley BD21 4BY

www.ezifloor.co.uk

Email: info@ezifloor.co.uk

Tel: 01535 610 722

Fax: 01535 690 126
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‘The bulk of our products are
unbranded letting wholesalers
and retailers use them in any
guise they see fit’

‘After the 
carpet has 
been chosen
they lose 
interest in the
brand or type 
of underlay’

Ezifloor’s offer includes branded products such as SoftStep
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Joining
the
dots…
… stripes, plains, vinyl,
laminate, wood and
everything flooring on
show in Solihull

More than 70 companies displayed their
latest products to buying group
members at Cranmore Park from 15-16
May.

Abingdon Flooring showed the
Stainfree Boutique with a 14in repeating
stripe. Its Wilton Royal, which is made in
Wales, comes in 4m and 5m widths and
30oz, 40oz and 50oz weights and 10
colours. Stainfree Wooltouch is bleach
cleanable in eight colours, berbers and
heathers in 4m and 5m widths.

Adam Carpets introduced the 80/20
Marquette plaid with a diagonal rather
than a square design. Available in 5m
widths, it comes in 17 colours.

There was Romance from Alternative
Flooring in 4m and 5m widths and eight
colours while Speckle has three new
colours and Dune six new colours.
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Associated Weavers debuted the 60oz
Temptation in 4m and 5m widths.
Woodland Twist, a 10th gauge
polypropylene twist, was previewed.

Ball & Young has added a 10mm
thickness to Connoisseur, which has the
British Standard printed on it while its
latest POS card explains which underlays
can be used with underfloor heating.

Bondworth introduced the Flori
axminster in 4m width.

From Brink & Campman was the
Harlequin licensed rug collection based
on the wallpaper and fabric designs. A
Sanderson range will be launched in
September.

Brockway showed its 60-strong
autumn range, available in two-ply yarn
and 4m and 5m widths. Bespoke colours
are available for orders above 25sqm.

Four colours were added to Cavendish
while four stripes – black, red, beige and
purple – enhance Vogue. 

Cavalier introduced its first 10-year
warranty with Stain-less Spice, available
in 10 colours and 4m and 5m widths.

The 60oz easy clean Sensation in 10
colours and 4m and 5m widths was on
show from Cormar Carpets.

Crucial Trading displayed 4m sisal
Sahara based on City but with a stripe,
along with Malawi, a contract rated sisal
in six colours and 4m and 5m widths, and
the 100% wool Canvas and Mojave in 4m
and 5m widths and five colours.

Gaskell unveiled its axminster
collection of Kintyre tartans and plaids
and High Society with six designs and
three colours in each. The collection’s
display unit has a mirror on top for the

sample to be placed next to giving an
idea of the pattern repeat. Long samples
of High Society hang from the unit while
Kintyre has an A3 folder. Shaftesbury was
also debuted, with two designs and
seven colours.

Karndean showed off a new modular
display unit.

Manx Carpets’ Brompton is a three-ply
New Zealand wool 40oz range in 4m and
5m widths. Added to Elmburst was a
50oz weight and an expanded colour
palette. A lectern for its stain protection
collection shows the four ranges.

Parador’s Eco Balance comes in six
laminate colours and 15 in engineered
wood. The premium Trendtime parquet
in six decors is hand-scraped in China
before being finished in Austria and 
it’s latest LVT has a 1mm cork 

Clockwise from top left:
Wilkinson’s Polka, Rama’s Urban
Safari, Crucial’s Canvas, Ulster’s
Turtle Dove colourway, Pergo’s
ChaTaupe oak
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Rugs in Rama’s Joseph Abboud Rug
Collection feature a combination of 
relief patterns on bright and muted
backgrounds creating abstract
contemporary and classical narratives.
Urban Safari is available in four sizes and
five colours.

Ryalux offered a 25% promotion on
fixed widths of V&A while Thomas Witter
introduced Discovery, a 80/20 carpet
using British wool in 4m and 5m widths
in 16 colours with a 10-year guarantee.

Ulster Carpets added the Viceroy Grey
colourway to Country House along with
four plaids: Turtle Dove, Chalk Downs,
Brindle and Balmoral Red. Open Spaces
was expanded with five stripes, while
Queenstown, Auckland and Athenia had
new colours.

Ultimate Rugs introduced 40 100%
wool children’s rugs and the plush
Cabana textured range.

Vorwerk showed off 50 designs
covering a broad spectrum of styles
while Westex recoloured its natural loop
range with 15 colours and four designs.

Wilkinson Furniture’s Polka combines
100% wool and hide and is available in
two sizes. Rodeo uses recycled denim
and comes in two sizes with matching
cushions and footstools. Pebble also has
a matching footstool while the felted
wool Bloom comes in two sizes.

Woodpecker introduced a room
designer feature for the Vusta LVT
website and display unit.
Visit: www.flooringone.co.uk
www.bgnfs.co.uk

layer for improved soundproofing.
Pergo showed its revamped laminate

collection with the Natural Variation and
Endless Plank concepts. Larger format
samples have been introduced and the
compact display stand updated.

Posh showed Lodge, a rug made from
stonewashed former army tents reused
as a patchwork design alongside the
Bloom and Crochet felted wool designs.

There were several offerings from
Rama: Modern Arts collection in 100%
polyester and three sizes; Graphic
Illusions in five sizes and two colours;
Utopia, a 50/50 polyprop/acrylic in six
sizes and six designs and 100% New
Zealand wool New Horizons in nine sizes
and six colours featuring richly detailed
patterns in understated tones. 

Clockwise from top left: Brink &
Campman’s Tembok, Adam Carpet’s
Marquette, Parador’s Elephant Skin
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Edel Telenzo Carpets

2-4 Southgate 

Elland 

West Yorkshire HX5 0BW

T: 01422 374 417 

www.edeltelenzocarpets.co.uk

A superb new trio of 50% wool/50%

polypropylene carpets has been added

to the Edel Telenzo Carpets stable, pro-

viding a range of attractive, sophisti-

cated hardwearing floorcoverings at a

keen price. 

All three carpets are textured loop

pile on Actionback backing, with a pile

height of 4mm, a pile weight of 840-

860g per sqm and a tog rating of 1.4.

They are all Scotchgarded for optimum

stain protection. 

Islington is a versatile ribbed loop pile,

in 4m and 5m widths and in six subtle

shades of grey to beige: hessian, chalk,

lead, down, smoke and mist (pictured).

Hampton Court has a slightly more

irregular textured high-low loop pile,

also in six earthy shades – nutmeg,

cream, ash (pictured), shadow, cloud

and mouse – and in 4m and 5m widths. 

Highbury is a sophisticated two-tone

stripe in four colours designed to coor-

dinate with both Islington and Hampton

Court: mother of pearl (pictured), ash

grove, welsh slate and volcanic ash. It

comes in 4m width only. 

‘There is no doubt that 50/50 mix

carpets are a very attractive option in

the current marketplace,’ says Lesley

Inman, Edel Telenzo UK operations

manager. ‘As Edel Telenzo extracts its

own yarn, we have excellent quality

control input and can create our own

unique colour palette. This collection

looks really smart, will be hardwearing,

and is priced to represent very good

value for money.’ 

Affordable sophistication
A

d
vertising
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del Telenzo C

arpets

Islington

Hampton Court Highbury
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Nomad spirit
Curtains and upholstery take on a nomad edge (ikat, tribal graphics, Asian
influences), revisit handcrafts (embroidery, needlepoint and cross stitch), and
mismatch colours with a nomad spirit.

Flower power
Flourishing florals and stylised leaf motifs used 
as all-over design or in placement arrangements.
Large scale dimensions uptrend, while colours
vary between subtle and romantic to brilliant 
and vivid.

Geometric puzzle
Dynamic geometrics and abstract graphic motifs
go large scale. Plays with dimensionality through
embossing, bonding and fil coupé. Distorted,
stylised circular, squared to triangle motifs
prevail.

Iconic ideas
Upholstery and curtains keep being infused with
ethnic iconography references from all world
cultures. Mismatching and merging between East
and West is key to creating colour plays,
combined weaving techniques and eclectic
pattern collisions.

Organic origins
Sustainability is
emphasised
through the
application of
non-toxic or eco-
friendly finishing
and focusing on
the increased
employ of
organic to
recycled fibres,
alternative
materials or
natural linen or
wool.

Uplifting
upholstery 
Vivid summer tones
to fluorescent
colour injections,
blooming and
painterly prints and
jacquards,
graphical
embossings and
surface texturing,
offer a fresh and
modern attitude to
upholstery textiles.

Material
world
Leading upholstery fabric companies
were on show at Proposte from 8-10
May. Several trends were evident, we
highlight the main ones. 
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Rearranging history
Archive patterns add antique charm to high profile home textiles. A new
take on Neoclassicism to Baroque elements rearrange history in sublime
lampas, brocade, couture jacquard, lace and damask.
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Metallic magic
Man-made
fibres remain a
staple choice
not only for
contract
markets, but
indeed for
residential with
an increased
use of metallic
offering
unexpected,
contemporary
looks.

New dimension
Abstract jacquards showing weathered patterns emulate eroded, rusted
surfaces and bring fresh tactility to modern interior fabrics. Bleeding motifs
feature blurred fascination while the use of slub yarns or fil coupé
techniques add cutting edge dimensionality.

Charm revisited
The timeless elegance of Neoclassicism to
Baroque style references gets revisited for ornate
luxurious textiles of flawless style and quality. The
liaison between craftsmanship and heritage
manufacturing offers unparalleled charm.

Jacquard joy
Exquisite, intricate jacquards steal the show for high
quality upholstery and curtains, featuring exclusive
contemporary to antiqued styles.

Male influence
Classic men’s fabric patterns, including herringbone, windowpane,
houndstooth, plaid and tweeds make a significant statement for future
upholstery.

Alternative evolution
Sumptuous use of linen, a discreet touch of
cotton and cellulose and experiments with
alternative materials, witness the strong desire
for natural with an eye on sustainable. Synthetics
evolve with natural appearances, while beige and
earthy nuances are favoured.

Nature’s revival
Leaning to the sustainability craze, the use of
natural fibres revives. Linen, cotton, wool and silk
score highest and come in pure or blended
compositions.
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Summer
showcase
The sun shines on Solihull for
furniture companies in June

Some 32 companies will take part in the
Midpoint Furniture Exhibition at
Cranmore Park, Solihull from 12-14 June. 

Some of the highlights visitors can
expect include 3d Partnership
showcasing products from Marinelli,
Bontempi and MWA Aktuell.

Alfrank will introduce four collections,
including the Orchard dining table
designed to seat eight while Alter Salotti
will show its UK tailored upholstery.

Artedi is debuting a collection of fixed
and extending dining tables covering
lacquers, marble, glass and high gloss
inlaid walnut and burl. Matching
sideboards and a wide range of dining
chairs and coordinated occasional pieces
complement the tables.

Baker Bedford will unveil five
collections ranging from reclaimed teak
to retro travel furniture. 

Collins & Hayes is presenting the
Artisan Collection for independent
retailers while Contrast will expand its
offer with occasional chairs.

Disselkamp will promote its bedroom

furniture while Furniture Origins
highlights the Denver and Ofelia ranges.

GLPC International and associated
French companies offer several new
ranges and Holtkamp shows its 2012
collection.

Italia Living will unveil its latest leather
upholstery while Kesterport will
showcase its The M Place collection.

La-Z-Boy showcases its recliners and
Michael Tyler its upholstery. Marram will
highlight its retro upholstery while 
M Line makes its Midpoint debut with a
mattress collection.

Nicoletti will show off some of its
successful models from ISalone and
Nancelle its occasional collection.

Richard Stamp Agencies is launching
the Craft Collection of solid European
oak with a tang oil/resin easy care finish
and natural appearance. This will also be
the first British representation of the
Spanish Piferrer cabinet collection and
the Coast Collection.

Simply Chic Home has expanded its
range since January’s launch with

washable upholstery and hand-crafted
cabinet.

Swedish upholstery company Sits will
introduce its latest designs with a six
week lead time while Skovby displays
living and dining room furniture.

The Sofa Club is introducing several UK
designed and manufactured models.

From Tamarisk are new upholstery
models and fabrics along with new
fabrics on existing models.

Tetrad International launches a range
of printed leather chairs and
chesterfields while Tetrad will show new
models and marketing initiatives.

Venjakob’s latest additions include the
Sentino cabinet collection alongside
three new dining tables, five chairs and
five coffee tables.

Wade Upholstery will introduce four
models and 115 new fabrics.

Whitemeadow unveils contemporary
upholstery designs while German dining
furniture maker Wossner will show some
of its launches from IMM Cologne.
Visit: www.midpointshow.co.uk

Left: La-Z-Boy’s
Orlando

Below: Furniture
Origin’s Denver
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The Long Eaton Guild and its guest exhibitors again flew the
flag for the best in British furniture manufacturing from 14-16
May during Spring Long Point. The participation of 50
manufacturers has enabled it to maintain its position as a key
spring event, with buyers on hand throughout the show.

‘Given the state of our industry we were delighted to see 100
retailers and buyers take time out to visit the 50 companies at
the show,’ says Matt O’Flynn, Long Eaton Guild chairman. 

Many visitors commented that as they could view products in
an unpressurised environment they had time to make their
buying decisions and develop new relationships, he says.

‘We remain determined to promote a core of companies that
offer high production and service values, and use the finest
fabrics and materials, this in turn enables them to offer a
product selection which we believe will always stand out and
attract the discerning consumer who appreciates quality and
craftsmanship,’ adds O’Flynn.

Autumn Long Point takes place from 17-19 September. 
Visit: www.longeatonguild.co.uk

Flying
the flag
The best of British
furniture was on show
at Long Eaton

Peter Guild’s Mayfair

Parker & Farr’s Walk in the Park Wade Upholstery’s Floyd

John Sankey’s Alphonse
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Clearance channel
Retailers can sell unwanted stock by becoming a Furniture-Vouchers partner 

A website is offering retailers and
suppliers an opportunity to sell off
unwanted stock. To get a free listing they
must become a Furniture-Vouchers
partner.

‘Partners provide images, prices and
descriptions and Furniture-Vouchers.com
does the rest,’ says Alec Saville-Brown,
Furniture-Vouchers director. ‘We even
take payment from the customer and
pay the partners immediately.’

He says ecommerce is taking a higher
proportion of sales from the high street
with consumers using the Internet as a
convenient way to find products and the
best offers. Increasingly decisions are
made at home and ordered online. 

‘Furniture-Vouchers is taking full
advantage of this trend and we have
invested heavily in our online presence,’
says Saville-Brown. 

‘To have a successful online business
you must have the support of partners
who share the same vision and are
optimistic about the future. By featuring
products on our website that has strong
strategic marketing support, new sales
opportunities open up.’

‘We are continually looking for 
new product deals. With every new 
deal we list we see a significant 
increase in customer activity on our
website and in the social media the 
more activity we get the more sales we

make for our partners,’ he explains.
Furniture-Vouchers has introduced an

affiliate programme creating another
opportunity for partners to benefit from
its emarketing expertise. 

‘Linking the Furniture-Vouchers
website to an offer on a partner’s website
ensures the partner gets every
opportunity to have their offer exposed
to significantly more consumers,’ says
James Pybus, director.

‘An emarketing strategy is essential to
successfully trading online. With more
than 20 years experience in developing
and optimising websites, we have
learned what works and what doesn’t.’ 
Furniture-Vouchers, tel: 0844 858 4300
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We manufacture high-quality name/logo

badges that make your product unique and
give it an increased perception of value.
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Operations Manager – Bolton Circa £Negotiable + Benefits

The Metro Group is one of the UK’s leading Carpet and Floor Covering Buying
Groups currently with in excess of 150 members across the UK and with well
developed relationships with the leading manufacturers and suppliers.

The Group is now seeking to appoint an Operations Manager to take
responsibility for the day to day operation of the Group, leading and directing
the Head Office team in Bolton to ensure the highest level of service delivery
to members. Reporting to the Board the person appointed will work closely
with manufacturers and suppliers maintaining effective relationships and
ensuring competitive deals are negotiated for members; as well as
maintaining positive relationships with existing members and developing the
offerings to them and striving to ensure that the Group is an attractive
proposition to encourage new members.

Ideally you will have a proven track record of experience within the carpet &
floor covering industry with a strong commercial and sales background.
Proven management and leadership skills with the ability to communicate
across all levels are also essential requirements for this position.

This is an exciting opportunity for someone with drive and enthusiasm to
contribute to and to be a key player in the future growth and success of this
market leading operation. Success will be rewarded by career development
and chance to take a more prominent role going forward.

Please send a letter of application detailing what you are able to bring to this
job and what you believe that you can contribute together with your CV to our
retained consultant Bob Cox at bob.cox@wardgoodman.co.uk or call him for
more information on 01202 875900.
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Winning suppliers
Flooring One members rewarded their
top suppliers at last month’s Flooring
One Show at Cranmore Park in Solihull. 

Cormar was named carpet supplier of
the year for sixth consecutive time,
followed by Axminster and Ulster
Carpets. Mastercraft was again named
rug supplier of the year and Interfloor
was the smooth floor and accessories
supplier of the year. 

Cats’ got the cream
Manx Carpets emerged victorious at the
56th Kidderminster Carpet
Manufacturers National Golf Tournament,
sponsored by Georgian Carpets in aid of
the Furnishing Industry Trust and
Macmillan Cancer Support. 

The team finished on 85 points, ahead
of Abingdon Flooring (80) and Mr
Tomkinson (78). 

The Yorkshire Lads scooped the yellow
ball competition, the longest drive was
won by Andy Seago from team Condor 2
and Chris Charles and Simon McHale
from Team Solent, while Guy Cheshire
from the Carpet Factory was the winner
of the nearest the pin prizes.

On the second day John Benson and
Simon Harrison (The Yorkshire Lads) took
first prize, followed by Ken Smart and
Barry Potter (Honest Traders) and Simon
McHale and Jerry Holland (Team Solent). 

Anthony Arnold (Kings Carpets), Peter
Lidgate, (Victoria Carpets) and Pete
Smith (Yorkshire Lads) won the nearest
the pin prizes and Smith also took home
the longest drive prize.

Glenn Harding, Flooring One controller, marked the forthcoming retirements of Roger
Clarke, Cormar Carpets western regional sales manager, Stewart Martin Axminster group
sales manager, and Jim Cross, Interfloor southern regional sales manager at the show

Interfloor’s Jim Cross, Cormar’s Roger Clarke, and Mastercraft’s
Robert Dickson are pictured with their Flooring One awards

Graham Harris, Manx general manager (left) receives the trophy from Peter Kimmins, Georgian Carpets
general manager (second left) and Shaun Lewis (second right), organising chairman

Peter Kimmins, Georgian Carpets general manager and Shaun Lewis, organising chairman, presented
cheques for £5,750 to Hilary Al Rasheed of Macmillan and Hugh Garforth-Bles of FIT at the event’s
dinner. The two golf days and the dinner raised £10,000 with £1,500 donated by Barclays Bank
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